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THE ffiYTHIC CIRCLE I 8 
The last four words were dropped in assembling the issue, and the story did not find its way into 
the Table of Contents. Our apologies to David Sparenberg and to our readers. 
Inktomi's Message, by David Sparenberg, appears on page 35. The last line oflnktomi's 
Message should read: "Most potent of all are the quiet watchers, whose eyes are like eagles' eyes 
and whose determination is one with the slow, trustworthy wisdom of the rock." 
ERRATUM: INKTOMI'S MESSAGE 
THE MYTHIC CIRCLE actively solicits Leners of Comment from our readers; your input is a vital part of this 
operation and we thank you in advance for your participation. 
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"Two men walked the long dusty roads that run 
through the wastelands between villages. One was old, the 
other young; one the master, the other the pupil. The older 
was a teller and told the ancient tales to the people they met 
as they traveled. The younger was his student learning from 
him the tales that had been told since the earliest days. 
"One night when the two stopped to make camp for 
the night the teller called his pupil to him. 
••T asn,' he said. 'You are to build a shelter. I intend to 
stay here for some time, though I can not tell you with 
certainty how long.' The pupil did as be was instructed and 
built a hut in which the two of them could sleep. 
•That night as they ate their evening meal the pupil 
asked his teacher, 'Why do you wish to stay here, Teacher? 
We ace two days' journey from the nearest village.' 
••Every man wishes for a quiet place to spend his last 
days,• the teller replied. 'That I am of the Dannor does not 
change t.hat wish.• 
••But the Dannor do not die, Teacher; what can you 
mean by this? I know you to be one of the Dannor. I have 
seen the ridges on your forehead which none but the 
Dannor have.' the pupil cried in dismay. 
••No body can last forever, T asn, all wear out over time. 
Every animal, plant and person wears out eventually. Even 
the Dannor can not escape from wear. My body has lasted 
far longer than any of your race. It walked the earth before 
the parents of your grandfather were born. It is getting tired 
now; soon it can rest, for eternity.' 
"Bur the Dannor are immortal. All, even you, say that 
they are.' 
••The Dannor are indeed immortal,' replied the teller. 
'Only their bodies die. The Dannor themselves live on till 
the end of time. You do not understand this yet for it is 
alien to members of your race, but you will come to 
understand in time.' 
"Tasn watched his teacher carefully over the day that 
followed hoping to understand what he had been told, but 
he could not see any change in his teacher. 
"On the third day the teller did not leave his bed. When 
T asn asked what was wrong his teacher replied, 'Nothing 
is amiss. It progresses as it is meant to progress.' The teller 
would say no more so T asn left him and went about his 
tasks as he had every day before. 
forge.• 
"You seemed to enjoy the stories I told," the teller said 
slowly, studying the boy. •If you wish to stay I will tell 
you one more." 
The boy nodded consent and, after a short pause, the 
teller began. 
Small children ran through the dusty streets of the 
village shouting to each other. •A teller is coming! A teller 
is comingl" "He's coming up the hill to the greenl" "I'll get 
there before your "No, you won't!" 
The teller slowed to watch them. He smiled. Children 
were always the same. Always running and shouting, al- 
ways excited and carefree. It was all over so quickly, 
though. They all grew older, became adults, died. He shook 
his head sadly and resumed his steady trudge up the last 
hill. 
By the time he reached the green the children had 
already gathered around the tellers' seat. The teller swung 
his bag from his shoulders and dropped it on the ground 
next to the seat. He stretched, trying to relieve the ache his 
bag had given his back during his long walk, and then sat 
down on the tellers' seat. 
•Are you going to tell us a story?• 
"Tell us about the old days! Tell us about the first ones!" 
The teller held up his hand and the children quieted. 
·what story do you wish me to tell firstr 
"Tell us the story of prince Agger and the snow giant!• 
a little girl pleaded. 
The teller nodded and began. "Once there was a prince 
of Athaland named Agger .. : 
As be told the story the teller noticed one boy sitting 
near the back of the group of children. He was older than 
any of the other children and he listened with unusual 
intensity. Near the end of the story the teller paused to 
search through his pack for his water skin. 
"Is that the end]" asked the little girl who had requested 
the story. •was he trapped in the giant's cave forever]" 
"No," replied the boy the teller had been watching. 
• Agger escaped through a tunnel he found in the back of 
the cave." 
"Did he?• asked the girl. 
"Yes, he did: The teller resumed the story. 
He told more stories to the children through the after- 
noon and into the evening. As darkness began to fall the 
children drifted off towards their homes. Finally, only one 
was left, the older boy who had continued the story when 
the teller paused to drink. The two sat facing each other in 
silence. "Don't you have a home to go to?- asked the teller 
finally. 
"Yes," said the boy frowning. 
·why don't you go home then? It's getting late and 
cold." 
"No one is eager to be whipped." 
"You were not supposed to be here today?" 
"No, I was supposed to be working in my father's 
TELLER 
by Brendan Hodge 
Two men walked the long dusty roads that run 
through the wastelands between villages. One was old, 
the other young, one the master, the other the pupil. 
The older was a teller and told the ancient tales to the 
children as they traveled. The younger was his student 
learning from him the tales that had been told since the 
earliest days. 
The boy looked at the teller thoughtfully as he fin- 
ished the story. "Is the story true?" he asked. The teller 
threw back his hood. In the moonlight the boy could see 
a line of ridges on the teller's forehead. 
"It is," the teller replied. "I am Tasn." 
"Why did you tell your story to me?" the boy asked. 
"That story took place more than a hundred years 
ago. I now search for a successor, a pupil. Would you 
come with me, to be, in time, a teller and the last of the 
Dannor?" 
"T asn reached the village two days later. An icy wind 
was blowing towards him as he trudged into the village. 
He pulled his fur hat down to his eyes against the cold 
and stinging sand that blew on the wind from the sand- 
stone bluffs that overlooked the village. He was invited 
to come into the blacksmith's forge to tell his stories. As 
he sat on a stool, enjoying the warmth of the black- 
smith's fire, the blacksmith's children and some of their 
playmates gathered around him to hear his tales. 
"'Can you tell us the story of the princess Plenna and 
the Wizard of Arndol?' the blacksmith's little daughter 
asked after he had told them several others they had re- 
quested. 
"'Of course,' he replied and began. A strange feeling 
began to creep over him as he told the story. As he fin- 
ished it something he had said in his last conversation 
with his teacher suddenly came back to him. 
"The memory made him feel dizzy for a moment. 
He slipped his hand under the flap of his hat and rubbed 
his forehead vigorously. He froze in shock. On his fore- 
head he could feel the brow ridges of one of the Dan nor." 
the night sitting, wrapped in a blanket, near the smoul- 
dering remains of the hut watching their glow. 
"As dawn broke Tasn got up and relit his cook fire. 
As he ate he considered what he should do next. In the 
end he resolved to leave, making for the nearest village. 
There, he decided, he would begin his work as a teller. 
After he finished his meal he shouldered his pack and set 
off. 
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but he could not see any change in his teacher. 
"On the third day the teller did not leave his bed. 
When Tasn asked what was wrong his teacher replied, 
'Nothing is amiss. It progresses as it is meant to pro- 
gress.' The teller would say no more so Tasn left him 
and went about his tasks as he had every day before. 
"As midday approached the pupil prepared the noon 
meal and brought it to his teacher who still lay on his 
bed. As the teller ate in silence his pupil sat near him 
watching. When the teller had finished eating and set 
aside his dish the pupil finally spoke. 
"'Teacher, what am I to do after you have died?' 
'"What do you wish to do?' 
"The pupil was silent a moment before he replied as 
if he were gathering up the courage to say something. 'I 
wish to travel the roads of the wilderness telling the an- 
cient tales at every village I reach as you have done 
but .. .I do not believe I can do it as you do.' 
"'So you do wish to become a teller? You wish to 
travel the world alone keeping the ancient tales alive?' 
'"Yes, if I can. But I do not know them all. There are 
many stories that I have never heard. The story you told 
in the last village we stopped at, the story of the princess 
Plenna and the Wizard of Amdol, I had never heard it 
before. I'could never tell it to someone else after hearing 
it only once and there must be many others I have never 
heard at all.' 
"The teller looked intently at him. 'Yes,' he said fi- 
nally. 'I believe you will make a good successor. That is 
a comfort. I had feared that you would be unwilling to 
take my place and that all the tales, all the knowledge I 
had gathered over the years, would be lost. It is not im- 
portant that you do not know all of the ancient tales. 
The most important reason for your apprenticeship was 
not for you to learn stories, but for me to discover if you 
were the right man to succeed me.' The teller held out 
his hand towards his pupil. 'Kneel down beside me. I 
must give you my blessing before I die.' 
"The pupil knelt down beside his teacher. The teller 
placed his hand upon his pupil's head and spoke the last 
words that he would ever say. 'Take upon you the task 
which I lay down. Take up the burdens that I leave be- 
hind. Take on the joys which I have had. Take the re- 
sponsibilities which I have had.' As his teacher finished 
speaking, darkness, silent and complete, descended on 
Tasn. 
"The sun was setting as Tasn awoke. Fighting dizzi- 
ness, he struggled to his feet and bent over his teacher. 
He knew that the man was dead even before he pressed 
his hand to the cold skin of his teacher's wrist. His 
teacher seemed to have aged thirty years since he had 
given Tasn his blessing. His hair, which had been gray, 
was completely white, and his skin was incredibly pale 
and wrinkled. Tasn could barely recognize his teacher. 
"Tasn buried his teacher under the hut he had built. 
After the mound had been formed he set the hut on fire 
and watched the flames leap up into the night. He spent 
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Her vow-Persephone, first child. then mother-tore us 
from the grave of immortality and stamped us with this 
sacred charge: to wrestle light from darkness, each day. 
That is why, in the lilac's sharp scent, in the crackle of 
leaves underfoot, we are pierced by her choice afresh. 
How Ceres keened when she intuited Persephone's 
choice and the consequences for all her creatures: 
Now night, now shadow, now the cycles of birth and 
death, repeated. Repeated. And repeated. Now 
disease and all the other dis-es rang down upon the 
race of men, of beast, and plant on Hades' anvil of time. 
Then the ground opened with a groan, and all hell 
poured 
through the crack onto Erth's dying surface. Winds rose 
and rain came thundering down. We know by now 
How Ceres held both daughters through that long night, 
how Hades withdrew his legions at the sight of that 
union to which he was forever alien. He need only 
keep his house whole for the inevitable return. 
Love flowed, have no doubt. Persephone could do 
No less. So is it any wonder that-on the last night 
before her return-she plucked the solitary fruit from 
that faithful tree, companion from a vanished world, 
and, opening its leathery Moroccan carapace, took the 
harvest of ruby seeds. There, under that hostage tree, 
she squeezed the juice of all but three seeds for her 
daughter, whose infant eyes widened with visions, a 
torrent of legacies. And then deliberately, for all to see, 
she ate one seed. Then a second, weeping. Hades 
came rushing to see the final seed lifted and consumed. 
Hades knelt to wash her feet with a vial of Erth's water. 
The shades moaned. Never would this moment be 
forgotten, 
Lethes' quenchless drink no proof against this watershed 
where immortality gave way to humanity at 
Persephone's 
breast. Hades, architect of their fall, wept obsidian tears 
and swore he would never relinquish his rights to the 
child. 
All hell stopped their labors to watch this trinity ripen. 
found in her apron pocket and washed with her tears. 
This pomegranate seed, native to desert's fierce heats 
bore a tree, where she lay when her time fell to bear. 
The hosts of hell drew near as she lifted that traveller 
from a world which would never be again, to her breast. 
We can only imagine Persephone settled into Hades' 
household, wore his keys around her thickening waist. 
We can only believe he loved her furiously, false note 
in that luckless place. We can only guess what light 
she brought to that nether zone and to those souls 
trapped there, slaves of their own infinite debt. 
And, knowing the one who grew beneath her waist 
arose from both worlds, she-with unspeakable effort- 
pushed back the darkness to create a nursery 
of light and shadow. Daughter of Ceres could do 
no less for her child. There, she planted a seed 
How the wounds of immortals strike fresh coin 
for those of us who feed off the malt of myth 
and use the drowsy golden pollen of hops and 
poppy to dream away our own reality, in time. 
Erth's first crime: he raped and imprisoned her, enflamed 
and impregnated her. The world above wept and faltered. 
What messenger did Ceres send to negotiate for her only 
child? 
We only know an unholy deal was struck: Persephone 
would be held for one year and, if she consumed no food 
during that dozen moons, she would return, but smeared 
with the lubricant of Hades' forge, catalyst between 
realms. 
They tell us there was a world once where Ceres ruled, 
a world of no shadows, where summer winds prevailed, 
each rock and tree surrounded instead by a nimbus of 
light. 
Imagine her astonishment-Ceres' only child-on seeing 
a flower born of harsh winter's snow, the sharp hyacinth 
reeking of baby's urine and poignancies yet unnamed. 
She picked the specimen and drank in its strange 
perfume, 
fatal judgment we are told, for it was baited to trap her. 
Rushing up from the sulphurous underworld, Hades, 
with 
matched team of fiery stallions, grabbed her swooning 
and dragged her lightness into his leaden Kingdom. 
Persephone's C!hoice 
by Destiny Kinal 
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As talisman against that time where we are tested. 
May daughters find courage and crones keep faith 
that he who tracks and hunts through time is snared. 
If you have never arrived in another reality 
Wide awake, you will not guess how truth 
Rose like a clear spring in that cold cellar 
To fill her with its silver sword as she met 
This tortured species and took their pain in. 
An older flame was born in her to tunnel out. 
That bottoms out so glibly? Grimm offers scant 
homily 
To the fearful child: "Look without to find your magic 
To survive?" I offer you this living stone to swallow 
The gaze of serpent, tightening coils just enough 
To quicken breath, tells her all she needs to know. 
Does pride keep her eye dry and chin high? No, 
Ego fell with that sickening slide through swamp, 
And into that timeless room, where recognition 
Emptied her stomach onto blank shock of floor. 
After her stumps pump blood down marble church 
stairs, 
After the wolf is slain, with grandma undigested 
inside, 
After the room of straw is spun to gold and son 
returned, 
After nettles are stamped and worked into shirts to spell 
Bewitched brothers, how do these crippled woman (for 
Surely they are women now) find their way in this world 
Her look of detachment hovers above the crone 
With enlarged lower lip commanding this room 
Beneath the swamp, room of bad dreams come 
True. Bent man with long nose and balding head 
Whispers to the hag. In corners, beaked Bosch 
Creatures squeak alarm like malignant hinges. 
After all, they dispatched her with a curious curse: 
To dance forever, a sign against overreaching pride. 
And when her weary dogging brings her to the place 
Of salvation by the soldier, who severs the chattering 
shoes 
(The red shoes fused on her through seductive rhythm) 
We are not told how the story goes on. Nor if it ends. 
We learn this grim lesson in nursery: 
Of many lost places, as many ways home. 
Always the crone, always the soldier; 
Girl child stands aloof. bound by curious 
Serpent, lifted high on loaves of bread 
Still tied to new red shoes, muddy now. 
ft PRftYER POR THO§E WHO INHERIT THE RED §HOE§ 
by Destiny Kinal 
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But old gnarled Grizzlebat stayed where he was and sat 
humped over on the same rock. His huge wrinkled fingers 
rested on his lap. When Hurst had gone, he looked at the 
pines and said, "You can come down now; I know you're 
there." 
The crow did not leave the branches or come to where 
the ogre could see him. Grizzlebat didn't look up; he only 
grunted. 
"Be that way, if you like. It doesn't bother me." 
A caw came out of the needles. 
Grizzlebat looked at the square stone. "So that's it. 
You won't be having any more of my wine - that was 
foolish of him - none of my red juice. Why don't you leave 
him alone? Be nice to everyone. There aren't many like 
him left." 
Another caw. 
"Don't make an ogre angry- you won't like it." 
The crow cackled, over and over, a horrible sound. 
There on the rock where Hurst had spilt the offering, 
a bird had settled. It was as large a crow as any he had ever 
seen, but there were bands on its wings like a red-winged 
black-bird's. It was utterly fearless, and right in front of 
the two, it drank all the poured-out wine. Then it flew 
away. 
"What can it mean?" asked Hurst. 
Grizzlebat rumbled low in his belly. "I think you 
should go home now as fast as you may." 
Hurst got up. "Goodbye to you, then. Tomorrow, I 
will have to bring some of my drink. Will you be here 
then?" 
"Perhaps, but now you need to go home. Bring your 
wine tomorrow if you like, but it will not be as good as 
mine. Farewell." 
Hurst hurried off. He took the fastest way home he 
could - he always followed old Grizzlebat's advice; it had 
never failed him yet. Still, he did not doubt that it had 
been a stranger meeting with the ogre today than most. 
Why shouldn't he have poured the offering? Why had the 
crow come? What did it all mean? 
The skies clouded up as Hurst walked beneath the dark 
green pines, and it began to drizzle. He looked up at the 
thin branches against the white sky. Strange, it had been 
so clear. He pulled his cloak tight. It was not long before 
he sloshed down over the ridge and down to his threshold. 
His house was made of forest timbers, and soon he was 
inside. It had only one room, of course, and Hurst fed 
some wood into the fire-place and stirred the red coals. 
Then he sat down on his stool and listened to the rain fall. 
Grizzlebat lived on a mountain, and he was constantly 
going up and down and over it to see if anyone was there. 
People didn't like Grizzlebat, but Grizzle bat liked people 
even less. All the folk for miles around told horrible 
stories about him and the things he did. Most of them 
were true. 
There was one man, though, who came to the mountain 
often, and Grizzlebat didn't dislike him too badly. His 
name was Hurst. His ancestors had lived on the ridge 
when Bright-Helm had ruled in the valley bellow, and 
when he had fallen, they had not moved. The same with 
Herrick, three-hundred years later. Kings came and went, 
but Hurst's people, they stayed right where they were. 
One day in late winter when only the pines were green, 
Hurst came over the top of the mountain and found 
Grizzlebat sitting, just sitting, on a boulder in a rock field, 
and gazing out over the hills. The yellow grass grew up 
between the stones under his feet, and there were only a 
few short pine trees to shade his back. 
Hurst sat down next to him and pulled his walking staff 
up between his knees. For a while, neither spoke. 
Then Grizzlebat turned his huge toothy snout towards 
Hurst. The ogre had a quiet voice, though it was very 
deep. "You're looking old. Soon I'll have to find someone 
else to talk to." 
"I'm not as young as I was, but I'm not going to die 
yet." 
"I wouldn't count on it. Now, or later, though, it's not 
very long to me. " 
Old gnarled Grizzlebat reached into his robe and pulled 
out a leather flask and a large clay bowl and set them down 
beside him on the rock. 'Tm thirsty," he said, "Would you 
like some, too? It's wine I made a long time ago; the best 
you'll ever taste." 
"Surely." 
Grizzlebat poured the drink into the bowl and took a 
long drink. Then he handed it to Hurst. The bowl was 
huge and heavy in Hurst's hand and had a red pattern 
around the rim. Hurst tipped it just a little and poured 
some wine out onto a square stone in front of him. 
"To whatever power watches," he said. It was an old 
custom and an older saying. Then Hurst drank his fill. 
Grizzlebat was right; it was very good. He handed the 
bowl back to the ogre. 
"I wouldn't have done that if I were you. Sometimes 
it's better not to call attention to yourself." 
"What could happen? Anyway, how are things for 
you? The bees and the hounds you keep?" 
"Never mind that. Look." Grizzlebat pointed with 
one hand. 
Old Gnarled Grizzlebat was an Ogre 
by Thomas Benjamin deMayo 
"They're for J friend, but I could spJre J swallow or 
two." He reluctantly handed one skin over to the stranger. 
"Not too much." 
The stranger took the wine and opened the top. lie 
drank a little, then he drank some more. He kept on 
drinking and showed no signs of stopping. He drank more 
and more and more. more than Hurst thought anyone 
could drink without raking a breath. 
"Hey, there! Stop! You can't have it .111." Hurst 
reached out to grab the skin, but with incredible strength 
the stranger lashed out and struck him on the shoulder. 
Hurst tumbled over into the dirt. 
The strJnger looked up. "Here you go." 
The skin was empty. Hurst wanted to strike the evil 
man, but something told him not to. He just held his other 
skin closer and made up his mind to be on his wJy as quick 
as he could. "Goodbye," he said, "And I hope we never 
meet again." He set off quickly down the trail. He looked 
back once, and he saw the stranger sitting there under the 
hanging stone, in the sun, smiling at him. 
When Hurst got to the rock field, Grizzlebat was 
waiting for him, just like the day before. Hurst was sud- 
denly ashamed that he had let the stranger trick him, so he 
hid the empty skin under him as he sat down. He noticed 
the square stone was gone. 
The ogre stared out into space for a while, and when he 
spoke, old gnarled Grizzlebat's voice was as slow as ever. 
"So you've decided to bring some wine." He took the one 
remaining skin. "I must say this doesn't quite look like 
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The next day Hurst went along the ridge trail, carrying 
some of his wine in two large skins for Grizzlebat to drink. 
Where the trail dipped under a hanging rock and the light 
poured down through the hanging branches, he met a man. 
He was dressed in dark clothes and was slight and fair, 
almost as if he were not really there, but Hurst did not 
notice these things: to him the man was only a stranger. 
The man stood up. "Hello there. You have a heavy 
load; let me help you with them." 
Hurst did, indeed: the wine Grizzlebat could drink in 
one sitting was more than most drank in a month. But he 
did not take the stranger up on his offer. "Hold on, there, 
I'm not in such a hurry I can't stop for a moment to talk. 
Who are you? You must have traveled a long way to get 
here; everyone in the valley knows this is Grizzlebar's 
mountain and stays away." 
"ls it? Well, I'm not frightened of him." 
"Then you' re a fool." 
"Maybe, but I'm a thirsty fool. As you guessed, I've 
traveled a long way. Can you spare any drink from the 
skins for me?" 
"Go laugh at someone else." Grizzlebat picked up .i 
huge stone, the very one Horst had stained with wine, and 
hurled it at the pine tree. It broke the trunk with into 
pulpy mash, but the crow rose up out of the branches, 
circled twice and flew away. 
"Damn creature." Grizzlebat poured more wine into 
the bowl and drank it all. "Haven't seen the last of him." 
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He closed the door behind him as he left and took his 
friend in his huge arms. He buried Hurst in the rock field 
on the top of the mountain and raised a cairn of stones over 
him. He took the last stone from the ruins of a pine tree; 
it was square and squat. 
He would have to find someone else to talk to, now 
that Hurst was gone. Grizzlebat reached down and 
plucked something off his sleeve; it must have stuck there 
when he wiped the table. It was a black feather with a red 
band. For a long time, he stood and watched the distant 
mountains. 
The next morning dawned clear. Grizzlebat went over 
to Hurst's house, which was something he never did. He 
opened the little wooden door. He peered in. Then he 
stooped and went inside. He carried Hurst's body out and 
laid it the green grassnext to his wood-pile. Then he went 
back inside and pushed the two stools back under the table. 
He set the two cups back on the shelf, and he tried to wipe 
the red stain off the table as best he could with his sleeve. 
Hurst sat his house all afternoon. He listened to 
Grizzlebat going across the mountain. He listened as the 
rocks split and the trees shatter. About dark the loudest 
sound Hurst ever heard came rolling down the mountain. 
Then there was a clap like thunder. After that· there was 
no more noise from the ogre. · 
He built a fire in the fireplace and settled down to wait. 
He wondered what had made Grizzlebat so angry, He 
looked at his table, and then he knew. There was only one 
skin: he had left the other behind. 
Before Hurst could even think about what to do, there 
came a knock at the door. He went to open it. Outside, 
it was night, and the stars were clear and white, and the sky 
was a deep blue. There stood the stranger. · 
"You again," said Hurst, "What do you want?" 
"To come inside for a while and sit by your fire and 
perhaps have more of your red wine." 
The stranger was calm and at ease. Grizzlebat did not 
bother him, even in all his rage. " What arc you talking 
about? I've been here since morning. I had a good long 
drink here about ten." 
Grizzlebat was so angry, he foamed like a huge boar. 
He gripped the stranger by the cloak and flung him against 
the hanging rock. "You leave him alone. You go away." 
The stranger was still smiling. "Or what? You can't 
hurt me." 
Grizzlebat roared and roared. He drew back his huge 
fist like a tree trunk and right next to the stranger's head, 
he drove it into the hanging rock. The rock dove and 
shattered, and to this day, that seat and its shading rock are 
useless. But he did not hit the stranger; he let go of his 
black cloak, and let him drop. Then the old ogre went 
away, dragging his tail after him. 
As for Grizzlebat, he sat like an old stone for a long 
time, and stared out after Hurst. People were so frail, and 
he should know: he had killed many of them himself. 
Then he looked down, and he saw something on the rock 
where Hurst was sitting. It was a skin, a second skin. He 
picked it up. There was wine on the lip. 
He was an old ogre, an old, old ogre, and like many who 
had been born long ago in the fire and heat and soil of the 
world's beginning, he had a bit of magic wound about him; 
that was how he lived and grew weathered like the rocks, 
and with his old, old eyes, he saw what was hidden to all 
but those with the strongest second sight. On the lips of 
the skin he saw the print of a mouth, a mouth as old as his, 
and not as kind, and when he saw that print he knew all 
that had happened. 
Old gnarled Grizzlebat leapt to his feet, and the stones 
in the field banged together with a noise like thunder, and 
many rolled right off the hill. He roared like the loudest 
wind. In his rage, he took up a whole pine tree, tore it in 
two, and threw the branches over his head. 
"Curse you. Curse you. Curse you. I told you to go 
away." 
All that day while the sun was up, Grizzlebat sped over 
his mountain. If a tree was in his way, he smashed it down. 
If a rock was in his way, he broke it to pieces. He went 
up all the trails and across every stream. He was looking 
for the someone, and at dusk itself, he met him. 
The black-robed stranger sat in the very place Hurst had 
left him, and he smiled a broad smile. Grizzlebat had 
passed this spot before, and the stranger had not been there, 
but this time he was. 
"Where did you come from?" The ogre was so angry, 
he could barely speak. 
enough for someone of my size." 
Hurst fretted as Grizzlebat drank the wine. What if the 
ogre found out who had drunk half his wine? Hurst had 
known Grizzlebat for almost forty years, and still he did 
not trust him or feel entirely safe around him. 
Grizzlebat gave one last gurgle and put down the empty 
skin. "Good," he said, "But not as good as mine." He 
handed the skin back. 
Then to Hurst the sky seemed to lurch, and the blue air 
swam. He felt a pull, as if someone far away tugged at him 
with an unseen hand and tore out something small and 
vital. 
Grizzlebat looked at him with alarm. "What is it?" 
The ogre's red-flecked lips wavered, and Hurst felt 
dizzy. Then the feeling passed. "Nothing," he said. "It 
was nothing, and now it's gone." Hurst stood up. 
"I think I should be going now." 
"Wait," said Grizzlebat. He reached out towards the 
man with his large clawed hand, but Hurst stepped aside. 
"Goodbye. I'm fine; I really am. I hope you enjoyed 
the wine." Hurst hurried away from the ogre. What had 
gotten into old Grizzlebat? And what had gotten into him? 
His mouth, layer caked 
With tangy 
Yellow condiment 
Grows like the 
Face of Pinocchio- 
Who is, 
To the unloving eye, 
Simply 
A wooden boy 
Marionette 
Fashioned and enlivened 
By a hollow enigma 
And an appointed 
Conscience 
That chirps without end 
In the dangling night. 
Mimes on and again 
still another 
Eight hundred ninety-six grating 
Times or so. 
I Love You 
I Love You 
I Love You 
The hinge of his jaw traps 
I Love You 
Hardens and splinters 
On his lips 
Like dried mustard 
Flecking 
With smiles and 
Grimaces 
Never truly part 
of himself. 
GEPPE'ITO'S FLAW 
by Richard King Perkins II 
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Old gnarled Grizzlebat was an ogre. He was huge and 
tall. He had scaly hands and warty feet, and a long thick 
tail that he dragged around behind him on the ground. He 
wore a sackcloth robe, the hood pulled down low. People 
didn't like Grizzlebat, but Grizzlebat liked people even 
less. All the folk for miles around told horrible stories 
about him and the things he did. Most of them were true. 
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those dim avenues. 
The messenger's lips curled in distaste. Choking back 
a rising gorge, he placed a perfumed handkerchief beneath 
his nose and hurried on, offended by both the odors and, 
if truth be told, by a King that would subject so loyal a 
servant to such abuse. 
After a time, his feet frozen almost beyond feeling, he 
came to the end of the city's cobbled ways. Winter-dry 
beggarweed now crunched beneath his slippers as he ap- 
proached the rebel encampment. He marveled at the cata- 
pults and other engines of war, and at the vast array of tents 
that blanketed the plains as far as the eye could see, com- 
pletely girding the city. Until this moment, he had not 
doubted the impregnability of the palace, nor the power of 
his King. 
For a brief moment he contemplated flight, but dis- 
carded the idea almost before he had it. Where would he 
run? Even if he wished to flee, there was nothing outside 
the palace for him. To live out the rest of his days as a 
crofter or traveling minstrel ... far better to die, than that. 
Still, this resolve was far from comforting. He had as little 
with to die as he had to live in poverty. 
From beneath his cloak the messenger produced the 
truce flag he had been given. With reluctant steps he 
approached the enemy camp. There he was taken by four 
rough peasants who, with callous disregard for the white 
flag, prodded him with the butt ends of their short pikes as 
they escorted him to the tent of their leader. 
They assaulted him with many coarse jokes about his 
finery and delicate nature. One of them, more rude than 
the others, stripped away his cloak and tiptoed about, to 
the raucous laughter of all. The messenger was soon shiv- 
ering from the icy wind needling through his remaining 
clothes, stinging his flesh. He was near frozen by the time 
a high captain arrived and returned his cloak to him. 
Shortly thereafter be stood in the tent of the rebel leader 
who sat at a rough table, studying one of the many maps 
that were piled upon it. The captain stood a step to the 
rear, his sword at the ready. Though it was warm inside, 
the messenger shook uncontrollably, only slowly regain- 
ing the feeling in his limbs. 
"I am Sterwe Ackar," said the rebel leader, his voice a 
brusque, rapid staccato that clipped off the ends of his 
words. Looking up from his maps he went on, "It is my 
lot to general this uncouth rout you now find yourself 
among. If you have met with less than gentle treatment on 
your journey here, I apologize. This is a peasant army I 
command, and I'm afraid no amount of training can raise 
them above their peasantry. The Gods know I've tried." 
Sterwe Ackar arched one eyebrow in sardonic amuse- 
ment and, despite the gentle apology of his words, gazed at 
Cold winter winds skittered along the cobblestones, 
puffing up dry snow and dead leaves into frigid little 
tornadoes that spent their feeble energy against the ada- 
mant walls of the castle. They swirled the messenger's 
cloak, and bit at his ankles through the soft palace slippers 
he wore. 
There had been no time to find boots. Nor could he 
have gainsaid his sorcerer King's words with the petty need 
to secure proper footwear. Such an affront would have cost 
him his head. Or worse. Not that the errand he had been 
set made him feel any more certain that an axe would not 
soon be stroking his neck with its sharp kiss. His breath 
hissed through icy teeth at the thought. From whence the 
blow came - the King or the rebel leader he had been sent 
to fetch - mattered not. His head would just as surely be 
rolling in the gutter, caring not at all who had struck it from 
his shoulders. Aroused by these somber thoughts, some- 
thing deep within him stirred, but he quelled it with fear 
aided strength. 
"My Lord, my King!" He wailed aloud. "Think you so 
little of me?" His cry was whipped away, shredded by the 
wind so quickly he almost believed he had said nothing at 
all. 
Shuddering, he cursed his own folly. This was a task 
for a soldier, not a powdered, be-wigged courtier. Now, 
betrayed by his sycophant's tongue, he stood outside the 
palace walls, feet numb, facing a death as sure as any he 
might have embraced in a search for his boots. 
Resignation bowed his narrow shoulders. He pulled 
his rich woolen cloak tighter and scurried away from the 
palace gates across the wide cobbled plaza. Before the 
buildings of the city blocked his view he paused to look 
longingly back at the palace. The white crenelated walls 
and parapets, guarding the spires and halls beyond, shone 
with a rosy hue under a thin morning sun. From behind 
the merlons the keen points of the soldier's halberds 
glinted, mocking him who had fores worn their protection. 
Impaled upon pikes above the gates, were the heads of three 
men, but the messenger could not look at the grisly sight 
for long. He was too sure that his own head would soon 
be decorating a similar pike. He gulped, coughed, and 
rubbed his neck to ease the sudden tightness in his throat. 
Turning his back on the palace he passed with speed 
through the city's narrow, empty streets, his shoulders 
hunched against the silent, brooding shops and houses that 
leaned up and over, shutting off the sky. Barred windows 
and doors frowned down upon the intruder who trod their 
dingy ianes. Fetid smells, of garbage and rancid humanity, 
eddied on dirty gusts held captive by the press of buildings, 
assailed his sensitive nostrils. An occasional dog, rooting 
in the garbage, was the only other life he encountered along 
THE KING'S MESSENGER 
by John R. Alderson 
The messenger sat his horse poorly, clutching a rusty, 
pitted sword in an unsure hand. Next to him was General 
Ackar, along with several of his captains. Arrayed behind 
them and surrounding the palace was the vast rebel army. 
From the bastion topping the palace gates, just below the 
three heads, the King looked down at them. The messenger 
held his sword up, shieldlike, between himself and the 
King. 
It was a silent scene, unmoving, save for hot breath 
clouding chill air and the limp halfhearted flutter of pen- 
nants. One of Ackar's captains, that the messenger did not 
know, leaned over and whispered in his General's ear. 
Ackar listened, nodded, then returned his attention to the 
King. 
we are up against, Captain? Even one that commands 
powerful magics, like yon King, needs more than his arts 
to combat as numerous a foe as we. Yet he has the temerity 
to issue orders in my camp. I should take this fool's head 
just for that. 
"When surrounded by a pack of wolves a man does well 
if he throws them a bone with some meat on it. And he 
has, indeed, tossed a meaty bone. Seven knights as hostage. 
The heads of our ambassadors replaced by the heads of their 
slayers, and this useless piece of court fluff to appease our 
revenge. Blood for blood. And when we have made our 
demands, what then? The unclean tyrant will still sit the 
throne and we but little better off than when we started. 
Pah! Well, this wolf pack is not so easily distracted. 
Whether he offered a hundred heads or a thousand, it 
would not matter. We came to pull his dirty carcass from 
the throne and that we shall do." 
The captain nodded, a zealous fire in his eyes. The 
messenger trembled, though not this time from the cold. 
He felt his life slipping through his fingers like sand and 
railed at the injustice. 
"General Ackar," said the messenger, wheedling, 
"Though I was ordered to offer my head, I have no desire 
to lose it. I am no warrior. The price of war should not 
be exacted from me. I am, as you say, court fluff, not a 
worthy prize for one as mighty as you." 
"Yet one I may take pleasure in collecting unless you 
can give me a reason why I should not." 
"There is much about the palace I could tell you, if it 
would further your ends. And mine." 
•Are you then traitor as well as coward?" 
"I am a traitor only to misuse. Much like you, Milord. 
I am the victim of a cruel trick, one well known to the King 
ere he ordered this mission." 
"I see," was all General Ackar said to this. Turning his 
attention to the captain he asked, "Is all in readiness?" 
"Aye, General." 
"Give the order then. And take this fellow - find him 
a horse and a sword and return straight away." Sterwe 
Ackar paused and bent his eye once more to the messenger. 
"We will see how badly you want revenge." 
****************** 
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him with eyes as cold as any death the messenger had 
envisioned for himself. Though he was much too politic 
to betray his feelings openly, he could not deny a growing 
fear of this man. Sterwe Ackar was a man of slight build 
who wore his suit of mismatched armor and faded silks 
with an air of unmistakable authority. And from this 
authority there radiated a power the messenger felt to his 
bones. Could this General sense what was hidden within? 
Biting back his fear, the messenger forced his lips into their 
most obsequious smile. 
"Noble General Ackar," he began, his tone sopping 
with flattery, "The King has commanded me, his most 
humble servant, to ask that you attend him at his court. 
Under a guarantee of safe conduct, the King bids you and 
any of your commanders you deem necessary, to come 
before him and make your demands. They will be heard. 
The King knows you for a great warrior, General Ackar, 
but he feels there is also great honor in the reaching of a 
diplomatic understanding. Further, as a surety of his good 
faith he offers seven of his finest knights as hostage." The 
messenger bowed low, though his eyes never left Sterwe 
Ackar. 
"At last!" blurted the captain, in high elation, "Sterwe, 
we've won! By the Gods, we've won!" 
"Silence! We have won nothing except another decep- 
tion. Are you so soon forgetting the last embassy we sent? 
If you are, then perhaps you need to observe their heads 
that are, even now, stuck upon pikes above the palace 
gates." 
"That was a mistake, most worthy General," said the 
messenger, straightening up from his bow. His heart flut- 
tered. He had come to one of the most dangerous points 
of his mission. 
"Curb your foppish manners," growled Ackar as he 
leaned, knuckles down, upon the table, "And explain to me 
... this mistake." The rebel's voice was heavy with 
sarcasm. 
"Milord. Your embassy met their unfortunate end 
without the knowledge of the King. When he became 
aware of it, he was wroth. The heads of those responsible 
for the crime have taken their places atop those self same 
pikes. Your men are to be returned to you, along with the 
King's heart felt sorrow." 
"His sorrow! His sorrow is not enough, heart felt or 
otherwise." 
The messenger's voice squeaked when he said, "By 
order of the King if this be not enough recompense then 
you are commanded to take my head as further payment." 
His body twitched when a voice that was not his own 
hissed the word 'Yes' in his mind. Fright chilled him. 
Silently he prayed. Oh, my King! Mercy! Do not, please, 
do not. His knees became weak when he saw Sterwe Ackar 
studying him in intense curiosity. The messenger closed 
his eyes briefly, tears squeezing from their corners. For a 
minute nobody spoke. 
"Oh, wily sorcerer!" laughed Sterwe Ackar at last, 
striding about in high animation. "Do you not see what 
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"I have served you well, Master?" it cried out in a 
terrible voice. 
"Yes, my pet," said the King, "You have served me 
well." 
A sword swung. Forward and back. The creature that 
was once Keldor Lis was able to partially block the blow, 
though it still cut deep into his neck. Blood gouted, 
splashing down upon his horse. Maddened, t~e creature 
bolted. crashed into the palace wall and fell in a heap, 
pinning his rider to the cobblestones. 
Sterwe Ackar, a bloody sword in his hand, leaped from 
his horse and ran to the side of the fallen messenger. Keldor 
Lis, for a short time himself again, looked up at his slayer. 
He knew that he had received a mortal wound, but he held 
the General blameless. 
"You knew, didn't you?" he gasped, the gash in his neck 
making speech difficult. 
"Aye, Keldor. Your King is not the only sorcerer in 
this war. My power is, even now, holding back the demon, 
though I cannot hold it for long. Not like this at least." 
"He placed the Dread within me, but he promised . · .. 
" Keldor Lis coughed feebly, beginning to choke on his 
own blood, " ... you know what you must do now?" 
Sterwe Ackar nodded. Keldor Lis sighed and dosed his 
eyes. The General's sword swung down once. m~re, 
cleanly severing the head this time. Then, lengthwise into 
the headless carcass he drove his blade and left it. The 
Dread imprisoned now in Keldor's body, would soon die. 
Sterwe Ackar stood, looked to where the King had been 
standing, but he was gone. 
"Another death to add to your long account, foul 
Tyrant," whispered Sterwe Ackar. "May the Gods grant 
you peace, Keldor Lis." 
Returning to his horse, he mounted and signaled the 
attack and the doom of the King. 
Without taking his eyes from his enemy, he said, 
"Those are the three that slew my ambassadors?" 
"Yes, Milord." 
"You knew them?" 
"No, though I have seen them at court." 
"What is your name, messenger?" 
The messenger flinched at the unexpected question. 
"My name hardly matters, General Ackar." 
"Nonetheless, I would know it. No man should die 
nameless, if it be his fate to die." 
"My name is Keldor Lis, Milord." 
"Very well, Keldor Lis. I have a tale to tell. No, no, ~o 
not be impatient. It is not a long tale. My good captain 
here had the misfortune, not so long ago, to spend a short 
time in the King's dungeons. As is the w~y of prisoners, 
he made quick friendships. Two of those friends now look 
down upon us from the ends of those pikes. Now, it is 
passing strange to me that t~ese two, wh? we~e so lately 
imprisoned should rise so quickly to a station high enough 
to have ordered the beheading of my men. All without the 
King's knowledge. Do you not also find this odd, Keldor 
Lis?" 
Keldor's mouth went dry, his mind awhirl with the 
certain knowledge of what was to come. And the fear of 
it overwhelmed him. 
"You have betrayed me, my King! I who have ever been 
faithful!" he shouted. Anger welled, boiling his blood. A 
feeble arm shook his useless blade in pathetic defiance. 
Keldor Lis stiffened then in confusion and growing 
horror. He twitched in his saddle as though in a fit and 
cried out in pain and terror. From a place deep with~n a 
black madness grew. And it was evil beyond reckoning. 
With lightening speed it took possession of his body and 
he was powerless to stop it. The spirit of Keldor Lis uttered 
a piteous, mewling sob, soon cut off. What had once been 
Keldor Lis stared up at the King with blank eyes. 
"Maybe not, but you're like her," Mariel said. "You 
were her favorite." 
And that was Noria's principal childhood memory of 
her sister, being resented as a burden, the baby Mariel had 
to care for when she'd rather be doing more interesting 
things. But surprise at Mariel's words swept aside the 
time-worn grudge. "Favorite? What are you talking 
about? I'm the one she sent with Father when he left. I'm 
the one she didn't want to keep." Noria swallowed a lump 
in her throat. She thought she'd recovered from that hurt 
long ago. Of course she'd enjoyed wandering with Father, 
a traveling storyteller who'd decided, after years of trying, 
that he could no longer stand the rooted life that satisfied 
Mother. Helping in the herb-shop and spinning tales for 
an occasional village holiday had left him feeling useless, he 
said. Yes, Noria had loved her father, and if she hadn't 
gone with him, she would never have met the mage whose 
apprentice she had become. But that old rejection still 
hurt. 
"Haven't you figured out why she did that?" Mariel's 
voice slipped into the familiar impatient tone, as if her 
younger sister were unreasonably dense. "This past year, 
she talked to me about those things, about how she sent 
you away to protect you. She didn't want your talent 
wakened. She hoped that away from her influence, you 
wouldn't grow up into a sorceress like her. She thought it 
was too dangerous a !if e." 
Noria stared in amazement. With vague irritation, she 
realized Mariel had planned this effect, but the shock 
remained uppermost in Noria's mind. "Mother a sorcer- 
ess? Impossible!" Hardly that, she admitted to herself; 
their parents had married late, and Mother had never 
discussed her premarital life. "Why didn't she tell me?" 
"Maybe she would have, if you'd ever taken the trouble 
to visit for more than a day at a time." Another impatient 
jab at the dangling curl. "You have no idea how it upset 
her when you sent word that you'd become apprentice to 
a mage. The very thing she'd tried to prevent! Toward the 
end, though, she said maybe she was wrong, trying to 
suppress your talent." 
Noria shook her head, telling herself that only the 
smoke from the lamp made it ache. "What did she mean 
by 'dangerous'? Did she think I wouldn't have the sense 
to be careful? And why did she give it up?" 
Mariel sighed in apparent frustration. "She wouldn't 
tell me much about that. All I know is that Father visited 
her patron's keep on his regular circuit, and after a few 
meetings they fell in love. She said she 'had to' give up 
magic, and she persuaded Father to settle down with her 
and start the herb-shop." 
"Had to. That's no explanation at all." For the first 
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"This is your share of the money she'd saved." Mariel 
placed the compact, heavy pouch in Noria's hand. 
Even in the greasy lamplight of the inn's attic bedcham- 
ber, Noria could see by the look on her sister's face that 
the hoard of coins was the least important reason for this 
meeting. She set the pouch aside and waited. 
"And this is the other part of Mother's bequest to you." 
Mariel laid a small, silk-wrapped parcel on the bed and 
began unfolding the cloth. 
Noria searched Mariel's face for any hint of the r~ 
proach she expected, censure for Noria's absence when 
their mother Trellia died. In fact, Noria had not seen her 
mother since Mariel's wedding over a year previously. 
Mariel, predictably enough, had married Trellia's assistant 
in the family's herb-selling business. During the awkward 
conversation at supper downstairs, Noria had already dis- 
covered that her sister had no children yet, and she'd 
confirmed Mariel's guess that she herself still lived solitary. 
Other than Trellia's death, there seemed nothing more to 
discuss. Noria was glad her sister had suggested meeting at 
this halfway point; at this time of mourning, accepting 
hospitality at what used to be her home would have been 
still more awkward. 
Mariel uncovered a bracelet, a broad silver band meant 
to clasp snugly around the wrist. "Mother said this was 
your birthright, as the shop was mine." She flicked a 
curling lock of russet hair away from her forehead, in a 
gesture reminiscent of their late father. 
Ironic, Noria thought, that each of them resembled the 
wrong parent. Mariel, chosen as their mother's heir, had 
the slender build and quick movements of their father. 
Noria, who at the age of eight had gone with Father when 
th~ir parents separated, had Mother's straight, golden-red 
hair and tendency toward plumpness. "Birthright? Did 
she explain what that meant?" 
"She wasn't making a lot of sense toward the end, and 
she was too weak to talk much anyway." Now a flash of 
the expected resentment showed in Mariel's eyes. "Maybe 
you would have understood her better than I could." 
"Me? Compared to you, I hardly knew her." Since 
their parents' separation, Noria had scarcely seen her 
mother once a year. Her main childhood memories cen- 
tered on Mother's scolding her for daydreaming when she 
should have been working and for spending more time 
reading books borrowed from the Temple sisters than a 
merchant's child needed to do. Above all, she remembered 
the harshness in Mother's voice whenever she did "odd" 
thi_ngs - such as calling the family's hound-pup without her 
voice or sweeping dirt into a comer of the kitchen without 
touching it -actions Neria later recognized as precursors 
of her magical talent. 
Birthright 
by Margaret L. Carter 
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A buxom young woman with red-gold hair faced a tall, 
thin man, slightly older, with unlined skin but gray- 
streaked auburn hair, across the polished stone floor of a 
circular room. Noria recognized from the glimpses of sky 
through the high windows that the chamber was in a tower, 
the perfect location for a wizard's workshop, away from 
casual interruptions. The woman's face should mean 
something to her, she thought, but she couldn't grasp what. 
"Drop it, Kerel," the woman said, her voice harsh with 
strain. "You won't get around me with your devious 
arguments this time. Give me my share of our savings. I'm 
leaving." 
With the certainty of dreams, Noria realized that this 
young woman was her mother Trellia - Mother as Noria 
barely remembered her from earliest childhood images. 
The man answered coolly, a mocking edge in his voice, 
"You'd throw away a court position for a matter of ethics? 
Or is it for that talespinner you've been dallying with?" 
Trellia's breast heaved with leashed anger. "When our 
lord offered us this position, he hired us to be his employees 
and advisors. I didn't learn magic to twist it and make him 
into a tool - a puppet for your schemes." 
"If we're talented and intelligent enough to learn magic, 
we have the right to use it to milk wealth and power from 
the less worthy." Kerel shrugged. "But we've been over 
this many times. If you're fool enough to break our 
partnership, take your money and go." 
"You're no partner of mine anymore. Not since you 
started using your skill for evil purposes. You're not what 
I thought you were - you've changed." Trellia drew her 
cloak tightly around her and turned to leave. 
Kerel's thin smile made Noria wish the dream were real, 
so she could slap him. "How melodramatic. You know 
my opinion of 'evil' - a construct of priestesses, to protect 
the weak at the expense of the powerful." The last thing 
Noria saw was a close view of his face, with a glint of 
amusement in the violet eyes. 
A burst of light blotted out the image. She sat up in 
bed, her eyes dazzled from the brilliance. A muffled boom 
rumbled through the timbers of the inn. Thunder? As her 
vision cleared, Noria saw that the moon still glowed in a 
cloudless sky. Holding up her left arm, she studied the 
green jewel gleaming in the moonlight. 
Only then did she notice that the other half of the bed 
was empty. 
She listened for a moment, waiting for her eyes to adjust 
to the dimness. No sound came from behind the screen 
that shielded the chamber pot. She groped her way across 
the room and fumbled at the door. It was still barred from 
inside. She doubted Mariel could have climbed out the 
plan to change her unmarried status. Nor did she want to 
increase the frequency of her duty visits "home.• 
She calmed herself with deep, rhythmic breaths and 
tried to blank out her thoughts. After a while she drifted 
into sleep. 
time, Noria paused to focus on the bracelet. It emitted a 
faint aura. "Then what is this?" 
"It's the only magical device she kept. She said you 
would be able to take care of it." Mariel gestured at the 
bracelet as if shooing an insect. "Well, there's your legacy. 
Take it." 
Noria reached for the object cautiously, as if it might 
come to life and sting her. The silver felt smooth and cool 
to her fingertips. Turning the bracelet in her hands, she 
noticed symbols etched on it. Though she recognized a few 
from her training, she couldn't piece together their overall 
significance. A single green jewel, twice as large as her 
thumbnail, adorned the bracelet. Yes, this is meant for me. 
She fitted the bracelet onto her left forearm and fastened 
the clasp. The metal brand embraced her arm like a living 
creature. For an instant its magical aura flared. An icy 
tingle vibrated through her nerves. A single chime echoed 
inside her head. The lamp on the room's one table seemed 
to glow brighter; colors, from her sister's autumn-hued hair 
to the dusty green of the blanket, flared to fresh vividness. 
A second later, the bracelet looked ordinary again, aside 
from the faint glimmer of spell-energy. Mariel didn't seem 
to have noticed Noria's momentary bemusement. Noria 
decided not mention the effect she had felt. "Did Mother 
say what this artifact is supposed to do?" 
Mariel shook her head. "She was vague about it, when 
she wasn't unconscious or out of her mind altogether. 
Something about how he warped the thing, but you could 
probably get it cleansed." 
"He? Who?" 
"How should I know?" Mariel gave an irritable shrug. 
"She wouldn't say. If you'd been there, maybe you could 
have gotten more sense out of her." 
Noria wasn't surprised that Mariel wanted to make her 
feel guilty for "neglecting" Mother. Never mind that 
Mariel's last letter had insisted that the illness wasn't seri- 
ous, and Noria need not detour from her intended route to 
come home. Having learned a little self-restraint in her 
years of study and travel, Noria swallowed the impulse to 
defend her behavior. 
She fingered the bracelet. If this amulet were "warped," 
perhaps she shouldn't wear it. Yet she felt reluctant to take 
off something that fit so perfectly and already seemed 
attuned -more, bonded - to her. If Mother thought I should 
have it, she reassured herself, it must be safe ..
She was relieved to find that Mariel had exhausted her 
critical comments for the moment. With little more con- 
versation, the two women washed up and changed into 
their night-shifts. "You're welcome to the side near the 
window," Noria said as they prepared to crawl between the 
much-mended sheets. Accepting the offer as a peace over- 
ture, Mariel thanked her and gave her a perfunctory good- 
night hug. 
Noria let out a quiet sigh when Mariel sank into sleep 
within a couple of minutes. Even with the lamp snuffed, 
Nori a 's head still throbbed- from the stress of the evening, 
she had to admit. If family life had to be like this, she didn't 
"Partners? Were you lovers?" While Noria didn't 
want to believe her mother could have been intimate with 
someone like Kerel, she had to acknowledge the possibility; 
she knew so much less about Mother than she'd realized. 
The wizard laughed softly. "Hardly. If that's the way 
your mind works, no wonder you're no more than an 
itinerant spell-vendor. Trellia must have diluted her gift, 
mating with a common talespinner." 
Noria knew better than to let him distract her with 
insults. "She left the amulet to me - to be cleansed." 
"That sounds like her, yes. We planned the device for 
protection only. When I altered the design, to use it for 
exerting some control over our employer, she flew into a 
rage. I never suspected she would steal the item and take 
it with her. When I discovered my loss, she and that lover 
of hers - your father, I suppose?" He gave an ironic 
half-bow. "They'd managed to lose themselves thor- 
oughly. If she had worn or used the bracelet, I would have 
found her, of course. I assumed she must have broken it 
up to sell the silver and the gem. Who would be stupid 
No surprises yet, so maybe he really does mean to bargain, 
Noria told herself. She hung her riding cloak in the entry· 
way and proceeded up the hall. The silver band on her arm 
felt colder than before. 
When she tapped on the door to which the servant had 
directed her, it swung open by itself. Cheap theatrics. Does 
he think I'll be that easy to impress? Not that the sorcerer 
needed to impress her any further, after teleporting Mariel. 
Noria walked into a sitting-room. The door closed 
behind her. She scanned the chamber - polished dark 
wood floor, a divan with small tables at each end, an 
armchair, a lamp in a wall sconce, a tapestry on the far wall 
that might cover a window. Mariel, still in her night-shift, 
huddled near one end of the divan. She sprang to her feet, 
then abruptly collapsed. Kerel, seated in the chair to one 
side of the room, made no attempt to stop her. He must 
have bespelled her so that she couldn't move from that 
spot. 
Noria watched her sister trembling, knuckles pressed 
against her lips. Fear-spell, too. That 's not Mariel's natural 
behavior! 
Kerel, dressed in a smoke-gray robe, nodded to Noria 
without getting up. Though he had more gray in his hair 
and wrinkles around his eyes and mouth than in her dream, 
he didn't appear weakened by age. Perhaps he used magic 
to enhance a naturally vigorous constitution. "I see you 
have my bracelet. Hand it over, and you can take your 
sister away.• 
"Yours? My mother left it to me!" Noria argued 
because she sensed the true intent underlying the sorcerer's 
words. Once he had the bracelet, he would kill both of 
them, to prevent them from trying to retrieve it. He doesn't 
know the thing lets me into his mind. He doesn 't suspect! He 
doesn't believe I'm gifted enough. 
"Your mother and I were partners," Kerel said. "We 
crafted the amulet together. Therefore, it belongs to me 
now." 
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second-story window without waking her, and why would 
her sister do such a thing, anyway? 
Noria lit the lamp and surveyed the bedroom. A scrap 
of parchment lay on Mariel's pillow. 
Her hand shook as she snatched up the paper. "Daugh- 
ter of Trellia," it said. "I have your sister. Bring me the 
amulet you wear, and she will go free. The item is useless 
to you and belongs to me by right. My home is half a day's 
ride from your present location." A rough map was 
sketched beneath the message. 
Noria's heartbeat quickened. She had no trouble guess· 
ing who the nameless writer must be - the wizard called 
Kerel, whom she had glimpsed in a fragment of her 
mother's past, transmitted to her through the amulet. 
If he wants it, why didn't he disable me and t.ake itf Noria 
wondered. Perhaps the bracelet itself, bonded to her, 
prevented that. She'd heard of such objects, which could 
not be taken against the owner's will. And perhaps killing 
her while she wore it would release explosive energies that 
the thief dared not risk. The speculation kept her mind off 
what a powerful mage this Kerel must be, to cast a telepor- 
ration spell. 
She splashed water on her face to clear her bra.in and 
scrambled into her tunic and trousers. Waiting until dawn 
was out of the question. By now her mount should be 
rested enough to carry her. She would have to wake the 
stableboy, whether he liked it or not. 
A few minutes later, she was on the road, leaving behind 
a grumbling lad half -rnollified by a handful of coins. She 
silently thanked the Lady for the full moon and dry 
weather. 
After the first hour, Noria began to wonder whether 
she should have waited for morning. She'd had a tiring day 
and only a few hours of sleep. And surely Kerel would not 
destroy Mariel's bargaining value by killing her. Well, it 
was too late to turn back now. 
The horizon was turning gray by the time Noria picked 
her way along the narrow, tree-lined din lane that, accord- 
ing to the map, led to Kerel's house. He lived off the main 
track, apart from the nearest town, not unusual for a 
sorcerer who wanted privacy for research. If he'd once 
been a lord's court mage, he must have left that position. 
She strained her ears for footsteps in the woods along· 
side the path. WouldKerel have armed guards lying in wait 
for her? She heard and saw no one; perhaps he was too 
confident of his own powers. 
Rounding a curve, she saw the house, two stories high, 
with a stark facade of well-worked stone. As in the typical 
wealthy home, most of the windows probably faced an 
inner courtyard. She dismounted and rapped on the door 
with a gold knocker shaped like a dragon's head. 
It opened at once. An old man whose eyes drooped as 
if he'd been routed from his bed gave her a cursory once- 
over. "The Master expects you. Turn left down the first 
corridor and go to the third door." The servant stepped 
outside to take the reins from her hand. 
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In the background, she became aware of Mariel leaning 
sideways, toward the small table next to the divan. She 
could reach the table without actually moving her feet, as 
the spell on her seemed to forbid. Noria saw her shudder- 
ing with the effort of fighting the magically-induced terror 
that held her paralyzed. 
Kerel remained unaware of his victim's efforts. He was 
too preoccupied with the combat, his jaw clenched in 
anger. Noria sensed how her resistance infuriated him. 
Mariel's tremulous fingers clutched a vase on the end 
table. She picked it up and flung it at Kerel's back. 
The clumsy throw missed. The vase grazed the sor- 
cerer's leg and shattered on the floor. But that diversion 
was enough. Kerel spun halfway around, snarling at this 
unexpected revolt. 
Noria raised her left arm and poured all her mental 
strength into the bracelet. The green gem blazed as if on 
fire. "Kerel!" 
A bright cloud swirled before her eyes. Alternate 
waves of heat and cold swept through her. For an instant 
she convulsed with an ecstasy that blinded her. 
A second later, her senses cleared. Mariel, her expres- 
sion rational once more, leaped up and stumbled toward 
her. They held onto each other for support. "What did 
you do to him?" Mariel whispered. 
Noria stared at Kerel. He had crumpled into the chair. 
That word seemed to fit, for he looked shrunken and 
wrinkled. His hands scrabbled at the cushion, while his 
eyes darted from side to side as if in search of something 
half-forgotten. 
Examining the bracelet, Noria discovered a pinpoint of 
light in the depths of the gem, a gleam that hadn't been 
there before. "This thing drained his magic,• she said. The 
thought gave her a chill at the pit of her stomach. "Come 
on, we'd better get out of here." 
Kerel didn't seem to notice their leaving. Noria hurried 
Mariel toward the exit and the stable. "His life was so 
deeply entwined with his magic," she said, "that draining 
it destroyed his intellect - everything that made him what 
he is- was." 
The servants gave them no trouble. Apparently no one 
wanted to tangle with a sorceress who could reclaim a 
victim from their master. When the two women were 
mounted double and well on their way off Kerel's land, 
Mariel, wrapped in Noria's cloak, finally asked, "Do you 
think he'll ever recover?" 
"I know little of devices like this," Noria said, "but I 
don't see how he could. Not spontaneously.• 
"By the way,• said Mariel after a while, "thank you for 
coming after me." 
"Well, I didn't have much choice, did I?" She knew she 
sounded ungracious, but if she and Mariel didn't under- 
stand each other's ways by now, they never would. "And 
thank you for distracting him. If you hadn't, we'd both be 
dead." 
"You're my sister, after all. Even if you are a bit 
enough to keep such a thing of power and not use it?• 
"Other people don't think the way you do." Noria 
struggled to keep her breathing slow and even. If she let 
herself panic, he would overcome her with ease. And she 
knew she couldn't keep him talking forever. 
"I'm losing patience with you," he s·iid, echoing her 
thought. "Give me the artifact and be gone. You don't 
even know how to use it. If you had known, you wouldn't 
have worn it without safeguards. That is how I became 
aware of you." He stood up and held out his hand. "Come 
now, you owe me this. Thanks to Trellia's exaggerated 
'ethics,' I lost our lord's patronage. Her last act before 
deserting me was to inform him of my 'evil' plans. And 
he made a point of cautioning every noble or wealthy 
household in the region to shun me." Anger simmered 
beneath the smooth tones. 
Noria retreated a step. "So that's why you're living this 
way. No patron will have you." Otherwise, she would 
have heard of a mage as powerful as this. 
He spread his hands as if to encompass the house and 
its furnishings. "I live comfortably enough. But the occa- 
sional clients who seek my services don't afford a proper 
scope for my gifts." Again he reached toward her. 
"Enough! Give me the bracelet!" 
She drew a deep breath. "No!" 
Kerel whirled toward Mariel, his hands raised. With a 
swift gesture, Noria unleashed a whiplash of force that 
negated the killing bolt. 
Astonished, Kerel turned on her. I'm stronger than he 
thought! she exulted. But she knew her reserves would run 
out before his. Her mind scrambled for an escape route 
while she readied another offensive spell. Over the wiz- 
ard's shoulder, she saw Mariel shivering, her arms wrapped 
around her chest. 
Blue lightning arced toward Noria from Kerel's finger- 
tips. She blocked the attack and retaliated with one of her 
own. Though her bolt was feeble compared to his, it was 
enough to force him to concentrate on repelling it. Small 
comfort, she mused, meanwhile shielding against his blows 
and answering with ever-weaker bolts of her own. 
As long as she kept him occupied, he couldn't harm her 
sister. On the other hand, Noria, too, couldn't spare any 
concentration from her mainly defensive tactics. He con- 
firmed her misgivings with the remark, "You're wasting 
energy. Once you're temporarily depleted, I'll kill you and 
take the talisman without danger to myself. Give it up, and 
you can still live." 
He'll wear me down, and that will be the end. If only she 
could use the bracelet against him. It must hold vast 
potential, if he wanted it so much. But as he'd taunted her, 
she didn't know how it worked. 
Or did she need to know? If she focused on it, chan- 
neled her power through it and gave it free rein, the amulet 
should do something. And she had one advantage the 
wizard didn't suspect; the amulet had given her his name. 
Except that she couldn't spare the energy, nor did she dare 
shift her focus from Kerel's attacks. 
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I began to be quite thirsty, as there was no water 
in the dried up ravine. So I put to my lips a flagon 
full of the dark brown liquid, and took a sip. 
My thirst then got the better of me, and I drained 
the goblet. "This is not bad." 
So I filled another cup, and downed it at a gulp. 
Thus it was, I drank what must not have been meant for my kind. 
Or maybe it was some kind of joke? 
The liquor soon went to my head, and I sat down at a table 
on a tree stool cut from a log, 
and set my head down. 
My companions must have carried me away. 
I awoke outside, on top of a green knoll, with the crows 
wheeling about, cawing. 
i 
' 
Up the Hill came the tiny traveler 
carrying a container on his back. 
I stopped and stared, uneasy, 
until he called to me to come help him, 
which I then promptly did. 
I was down the mountain slope in a minute, 
but was astounded at the distance the little Dwarf had made up 
the mountain, in so short a time. 
We carried the barrel, full of liquid, up the mountain. 
Before we reached the top, we turned aside, taking a footpath. 
We followed this as the sun moved west, and the shadows 
lengthened. We came to a ravine, with a dried up stream, 
and followed this into an amphitheater, made of stone. 
In the amphitheater, there were others like my companion, 
short, squarely-built, heavy-set, with long beards of different 
shapes and colors. One companion had a fat face and little 
pig-like eyes. Another's nose was as big as his face. They were 
hairy, with thick beards, and bushy brows. 
They looked at me hard, and I began to quiver. 
They didn't speak a word, until one told me to start serving. 
ODE TO RIP VflN WINKLE 
by Phil Coffman 
do what Mother wanted - take the amulet to the temple 
Sisters for cleansing. Then maybe I'll be able to find a good 
use for it." 
Again Mariel thought for a while before answering. 
"Yes, I think that would have pleased her." 
strange." After a thoughtful pause, she asked, "What will 
you do with the bracelet?" 
Noria suppressed a shiver. On one point Kerel was 
right; she wasn't prepared for that kind of power. And in 
the moment of invocation, she had actually enjoyed it. "I'll 
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Something cooks in the kettle before him. 
His mentors will not be home for hours. 
He is still quite hungry, and as usual, 
a decision must be made. 
Setanta sits on a rug in front of the fire. 
A ball is near the door. A dog waits 
impatiently outside, barking with passion, 
the promise of fame and identity wrapped 
like a silken toque about its muzzle. 
He kills a dog but makes restitution. 
The masses cheer him as Cu Chula inn. 
The eating of a dog destroys him. 
The feral gluttony of all 
Who proclaim a chivalrous soul. 
Always to be hunted, never caught, 
Each knight kennels a questing beast 
Slinking somewhere in his gut 
From above, in the corner of the house, 
a violet and ebony mist enshrouds him 
with parhelic ring. Setanta is unafraid. 
The shuffle and clatter of Ulster loses 
any definite edge as the Otherworld 
appears, its ardent potential displayed. 
Betrayed by the barking of hounds 
Swallowed whole- 
Palomides the Saracen 
And ill-fated Pellinore the King 
Have espied their glamoured quarry 
Setanta is seven years old 
and waits on a mat before the hearth. 
He is hungry and there is never 
enough food to fill him. 
The magus, poet, general and sage 
have all left for the day. 
Plunge headlong into the second growth 
Pursuing an elusive glory. 
by Richard King Perkins II 
THE HOUND OP. CULLEN 
As the supernatural baying draws nearer, 
Fabulous Glatisant emerges 
From the bulrush like mottled shadow, 
Trapped within the skin 
Of the feline, the equine, the reptilian. 
Men amongst Fay, 
Perhaps these sounds mark 
The pack of the wild hunt, 
Its ignoble master gowned in jet leather, 
Adorned with the rack of a stag. 
Even with daylight 
The sky seems to howl with life force. 
by Richard King Perkins II 
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volumes that lay open on a table or desk, she gazed at the 
bright pictures and stared hungrily at the words on the 
pages, wishing she knew what they said. 
Pan of a drab's duties were to melt into the background 
and not let her presence distract or bother the high folk. 
Tarn mastered this at an early age. She could clean an entire 
room until it sparkled, leave it so fresh the occupants would 
marvel, wondering if a squad of cleaning f a.iries had breezed 
through. At first Garulean kept a watchful eye on her 
doings, but as soon as he saw she wouldn't harm his things, 
he forgot her. She was less to him than the furnishings of 
the room. 
So it was easy for her to learn her letters with the others 
who came to his rooms for schooling. 
Along with his magical duties, the wizard was respon· 
sible for teaching the princes and princesses their letters and 
numbers, plus tutor duke's and earl's sons and daughters 
who were fostered at the royal castle. The fosterlings were 
of all ages, so Tarn was able to pick up her history of the 
realm the same time she eavesdropped on the learning of 
the alphabet. In bits and pieces here, stolen moments there, 
reading the wizard's books while cleaning, Tarn cobbled 
together an education that would have put the King's eldest 
son to shame. 
Apprentices came and went, all unwonhy or unwilling 
to pursue the craft of magic that Garulean wanted to pass 
on to them. He was getting on in years, .J.Dd was the littlest 
bit desperate to find someone to pass his learning on to, 
who could continue to serve the Kingdom when he died. 
But none showed any spark or interest· the dedication 
needed to master the magic. He kept on searching, and Tam 
kept on cleaning his rooms, gathering knowledge with the 
cobwebs, gathered the dust and wiped up messes that 
spilled from his ever-bubbling cauldron over the fire that 
Tarn fed sticks to as she fed her mind. 
Tarn never <bred dream of stepping forward to show 
what she'd learned. That would earn only punishment, just 
as her parents had been punished to the fullest extent when 
their only crimes had been to help the lord and lady they 
served to run away together. The lady's irate husband had 
widened the circle of guilt to their servitors, and when the 
runaways were caught and punished, Tarn's parents had 
been killed. The scandal was sufficient to keep her the 
lowliest servant in the castle. It was not fair, but it was the 
way life was. 
By the time she was fourteen, things were quite set in 
their ways. Not just for her, but in the castle and through· 
out the Kingdom. Things had always been just so ... or so 
it was in people's minds. Forgotten were times of strife, 
want or need. Had not the children always been fat and 
complacent, the court run at a speed that bordered on 
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The next afternoon, she was doing her twice-weekly 
dusting of the wizard's chambers. She was the only servant 
to ever enter Garulean 's rooms for several reasons. One- 
she was the only one not too scared to, and two- because 
of her position as the lowest on the pecking order of 
cleaning servants, this was her assigned "punishment: 
Plus- Garulean had been known to chase careless cleaning 
drudges out with curses, or threats to turn them into frogs. 
Tarn he had not found fault with, since she was very careful 
to not disturb anything but the dust, and always put things 
back exactly as she'd found them. It was doubtful that the 
wizard was even aware of her name; but if he'd been asked 
about her work, after a moment's thought he might have 
said that she was careful with his books. 
And she was. She loved the books. Never had she 
imagined there were so many books in existence, much less 
in one room and she'd have the caring of them. When she'd 
first entered this room six years ago at the age of eight, she'd 
been forbidden to touch them. As she'd grown older and 
shown she was responsible, the bans had been lifted. At 
first she'd only run her roughened fingers over the leather 
bindings and marveled at their touch. Then, as she lifted 
Tarn kept time with her scrub brush to the wizard's 
low chanting. Scrub- scrub across the flagstone floors, her 
knees and body shifting in time with the ongoing list of the 
kings and heroes of Sargoasso. 
From her hallway viewpoint just outside the wizard's 
chambers, Tarn had an excellent view through the open 
door of the nodding heads of the three apprentices who 
were fighting a losing battle with the warmth of the after· 
noon, a too large lunch and they hypnotic sound of their 
teacher's voice. Tarn, who had eaten nothing since her 
bread and cheese of that morning, and had cold water 
splashing over her hands and skin, was in no danger of 
falling asleep. She took in every word the wizard uttered. 
She knew from experience when the lesson ended, and 
wiped clear the stones so the exiting apprentices wouldn't 
slip and fall on the clean floor. By the time they left, Tarn 
was by the side of the wall, wringing out her rags over the 
bucket. The apprentices passed by without a glance. She 
was just a cleaning drab- what was there to look at? 
Tarn gathered her things and started down the long 
steps from the tower room to the main hall. It was time to 
clean the kitchen, now that the cooks were through with 
fixing the mid-day meal, and before the bustle of the supper 
preparation started. The girl felt she knew the entire floor 
of the castle, every flagstone and corner where garbage 
gathered, and some days she took every muddy footprint 
personally. But when her spirits flagged, she just thought 
of the magic and felt better. 
n·usTBALL MAGIC 
by Sherrie Brown 
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over the lazy land and reaped all its profits. 
A spy was paid off, and smuggled into the castle, putting 
the powders into the wizard's cup that was emptied in 
endless dinner toasts the people proposed to themselves. 
When the mighty Garulean toppled from his seat to lie 
prostrate upon the rushes, the people nudged themselves 
and smirked at the wizard passing out from too much wine. 
But when he did not rise in answer to nudges and pulls, the 
King himself bent down over the wizard and saw the signs 
of poison in his face. He called to the guards and concern 
quickened throughout the hall. When the complete immo- 
bility of the wizard was seen, panic hit. The spy ran away 
to report to the army the way was now clear for the 
invasion. 
Tarn was nowhere near when it happened, being in the 
depths of the castle cleaning one of the storage rooms that 
would be filled when the harvest was completed. She felt 
nothing, heard nothing. It was hours later when she 
emerged to the main level of the castle and heard the news 
in the kitchen. 
The wizard was bewitched, lying senseless and immov- 
able on his bed. No one could make him hear, see or speak, 
or even give any sign of life. The court physician said there 
was a heart beat, although a slow and quiet one. Rumors 
ran rampant as to who had done such a thing, and why. 
Quickly there followed alarm and an awakening sense of 
just how helpless they were without the old fellow. The 
people looked outside their walls and wondered for the first 
time in a long time, about those outside their walls and how 
safe they really were. 
Tarn made her way up the stone steps to the tower, but 
the way was blocked by guards, lords and ladies who strove 
to call the wizard out of his coma. The King himself was 
at Garulean's bedside, exhorting the wizard to waken and 
serve him as was his due. The wizard ignored the King as 
he ignored everyone and everything. Some people left the 
wizard's room and joined those looking outward from the 
walls. 
Before dawn, the first sight of the far off fires of a large 
gathering of people were spotted and duly reported. Vi- 
sions of invading armies danced in the courtier's heads, and 
the wizard's chambers were further emptied as the walls 
bore more frightened watchers. 
Garulean's apprentices were brought to the wizard's 
bedside and ordered to wake their master, and they did 
what they could, speaking what few words of power they'd 
learned. One caused soap bubbles to form in the air, 
shimmering in the lightening sky, another made the dying 
fire on the hearth flare up for a few seconds, while the third 
caused the King's physician to break out in hives. They 
were duly ordered to vacate the chambers, and they were 
quick in obeying. 
An hour after dawn saw the castle abuzz in early 
activity, more than it had seen in years. Servants packed 
belongings of lords and ladies, who were somehow imag- 
ining a quick get-a-way before the "enemy" arrived, who- 
ever the enemy might be. The Captain of the Guard was 
sluggishness; did not everyone do the very minimum to get 
by ... for where was the need for effort when things went 
along smoothly by themselves? 
This stultifying attitude was one of the reasons the 
wizard never found any student to be his apprentice. He 
went to younger children, hoping to instill in them a sense 
of wonder, and appreciation of striving for excellence that 
magic needed. 
To give the wizard credit, he did take note of the eight 
year old Tarn, the hesitant child who looked with such 
wonder at his books and magical apparatus. He looked 
closely at her and checked for any sign of magical aptitude, 
and found none. All he saw was the closed withdrawal of 
a new orphan who was hurt and afraid of everyone, igno- 
rant of why her parents had gone and left her alone, and 
why everyone hated her because of it. He saw nothing there 
of use, and forgot her. 
Things change, especially with eight year old orphans. 
Perhaps it was Tarn's need to have something of her own, 
since everything else had been taken away, or the daily 
encounters with magic and learning that gave her the desire. 
And perhaps the daily cleaning of a chamber reverberating 
with magic, of spilled magic potions and powders that 
mixed with the dust the girl swept up and inhaled, that 
soaked into her pores with the soapy water she scoured 
with, that added the aptitude needed to spark what she 
learned. 
High summer, just a few months before Tarn turned 
fifteen, and the heat had slowed down even the small 
energies the folk of the kingdom could generate. The 
harvest proved plentiful, monies already being counted, 
profits being gloated over. 
But balances must be kept. Where harvests boom in one 
spot, where peace has reigned time out of mind, there must 
also be places where need and hunger rule the land. Com- 
placency is replaced by covetousness, boredom by anger, 
hardness and finally thoughts of war and conquest. Sar- 
goasso's run of good luck and plentitude was well known 
throughout the land, for had they not been boasting of it 
for decades? 
Known also was the advancing age of their wizard, 
Garulean, and how there was no one to replace him. There 
were rumors that his powers waned with his tallying of 
years. The kingdom had no army to speak of, for the 
reputation of their wizard had warded off any attacks and 
the people had grown to rely on his reputation for protec- 
tion. But people who hunger and are homeless care little 
for over-rated reputations. They look only for some place 
from which they can take what they need, and the people 
of Ventuana saw that Sargoasso was ripe for the picking. 
Plans of invasion were started. 
Their first act would be to immobilize the wizard, who 
still could muster powerful energies against them. Other 
wizards and witches, jealous of the master wizard, were 
approached and spells were bought from them. Combined 
together, a Master Spell was created that would render the 
old wizard helpless, while the non-magical army swept 
knew what to do. She blanked her mind of all outside, 
distracting thoughts with the mental exercises Garulean 
had shown, and concentrated on the matter at hand. She 
stood, her focus settled on the man upon the bed beside 
her. Unconsciously her hands moved in the patterns she'd 
absorbed from the wizard's many demonstrations, she 
took the stance she'd seen him assume during incantations. 
Tarn spoke the words: 
... to the cleaning spell she'd seen and heard Garulean 
use on several occasions to remove big messes; most re- 
cently to removed the large blot of ink from his gown, put 
there by a clumsy elbow of a fosterling. 
... of the reversal spell used when yet another bumbling 
apprentice had spilled a beaker of bubbling potion. 
Garulean had uttered the words (Tarn repeated them ex- 
actly, using even the wizard's northern drawl) causin~ the 
liquid to run backwards through the air even before a drop 
hit the ground, to re-enter the glass container. The appren- 
tices had been so impressed, they'd stayed over their allot- 
ted tima for thai iesson. 
...an alertness spell which Tarn knew the harried 
wizard used often to keep ;~·~ke a prince notorious for 
nodding off during the lessons. Garuiean !;;:~ thought 
staying awake while being bored would stand the prince in 
good stead in future years, especially when he had to a;~nd 
council meetings. 
Tarn ran out of applicable spells, so she repeated the 
three again, adding more gestures, stressed inflections, in· 
creased the level of emotional wanting that was so neces- 
sary. Real magic had to come from the heart and soul as 
well as the mind. How often had she heard Garulean say 
d~::!? At first she hadn't understood, but oh so slowly, it 
had made seiise to her as she gleaned together the under- 
standing needed. 
~he young cleaning girl wanted. And worked the 
magic. 
The heaviness in the room's atmosphere wavered, then 
disappeared completely, as if a whisk broom had swept it 
away. Fresh air came in through the open windows, along 
with the noise from the castle walls. The air caressed the 
wizard's cheeks and the color came back into them. His 
breathing deepened enough that Tarn was finally able to 
see his chest rising and falling. 
Finally his eyes opened. 
They ~et those of the girl standing above him, his eyes 
f~ddl~d wtth. sleep for only a second, then comprehension 
hit with the mcrease of cries from outside. 
. Garulean leapt from his bed with an energy that belied 
his age, and ran to the window. He took in the scene in an 
instant. His head went back, eyes closed as he took a deep 
breath and called forth all the magical wards and guards set 
abou~ the castle and lands which had lapsed when the 
sleeping spell had overcome him. 
Tarn felt the difference in the air even before she heard 
the yells from outside. She wished to look out the window 
and see what had happened, but the wizard turned to her. 
He had seen the King and courtiers on the walls, and the 
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searching diligently for a weapon other than his ceremonial 
sword that looked beautiful hanging from his hip, but 
didn't have an edge sharp enough to cut warm butter. 
The servants themselves were in a twitter, but not as 
concerned as the higher born, for whoever the invaders 
might be, they would still need servants when the castle 
was taken. There was no thinking of "if" in their heads ... 
the fall of the castle was a given without the wizard to 
protect them. There would be a temporary confusion, but 
the conquerors still wouldn't want to cook their own food 
or clean up afterwards. 
The King was in his chambers, trying on state robes and 
trying out various speeches on his wife: one of defiance, 
one of a rallying nature for his troops- ("Do you have any 
troops, dear?" the Queen asked, genuinely curious); and 
one of graceful surrender. He wanted to be prepared for 
any occasion. 
Which meant the wizard's chambers were now empty, 
except for the deeply sleeping man who was the only one 
willing and able to defend the castle and its inhabitants. 
Tarn entered Garulean's room, bucket, brush and rags 
in hand. No one had seen her, and even if they had, none 
would have questioned her. Even the guard outside the 
wizard's room was gone. The fire had died out and the girl 
was aware of the complete stillness of the room, no noise 
but of her own breathing, loud in her ears. She remembered 
a spell which Garulean had used three years back, when a 
particularly noisy group of fosterlings were gathered for 
lessons. Nothing would quiet their bickering, and after the 
old man had warned them three times to quiet down, he 
pursed his lips and uttered some words and the entire room 
had become still, the air itself feeling heavier as it pressed 
down upon the students. The room now had that same feel 
to it, the utter stillness with a sense of magic. 
Tarn slowly made her way to the wizard's bedside and 
looked down at the man who'd been teaching her all these 
years, totally unaware of it. The question was, had she 
learned enough to now be of help to him? She'd heard of 
the efforts of his apprentices but she also knew of the short 
time of their study and how, like the others before them 
they didn't have the hunger for the knowledge the wizard 
wanted to share. 
The girl overturned her empty bucket and sat on it next 
to the bed. She ran her mind back, trying to remember all 
the spells she'd heard the wizard use, or the ones she'd read 
from snatched moments of peeking into the magical books 
as she cleaned around or under them. Surely, there were 
some she could try, to see if they would awaken the old 
wizard? 
There were no master spells- no apprentice had ad- 
vanced far enough for Garulean to teach them, and the 
b~oks con~aining ~uch spells were locked up in a cupboard 
~tth special magic wards to keep out the curious and 
ignorant. She knew no big spells. But- perhaps a lot of little 
ones would help? 
! arn scanned he~ memory as she did her cleaning 
equipment each ~ormng. That struck a chord, and the girl 
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camp. The stasis spell Garulean had set was removed, and 
movement could be seen. But other spells came into exist- 
ence, as the ward Garulean had set over the decades kicked 
into action. It seemed the very land itself rejected the 
strangers, the ground rolling under their feet, sending them 
sprawling in the direction away from the castle. Birds 
darted down to peck at faces, and at horse's flanks. The 
invaders took the hint. Those with horses took flight. Some 
horses fled without their riders. Those on foot started off 
as quickly as possible back the way they'd come: 
Cheers went up from the castle walls. "The wizard! He 
woke up! He's beaten the enemy. Just look at them run!" 
They laughed and danced, and when Garulean appeared in 
their midst they cheered again, thumping him on the back 
and offering to shake his hand. Gradually, the stern look 
on his face quieted them down. The wizard bowed to the 
King. 
"Your Majesty, the invaders have been routed." 
"Splendid Garulean, simply splendid. You did a grand 
job. We shall reward you for your deeds. And We are glad 
to see you awake again. We always had confidence that the 
enemy's spells would not hold you down for long. Truly 
splendid. I think it's time for breakfast now. We are quite 
hungry." 
But the wizard stopped him. "Your Majesty- the invad- 
ers are no longer at your gate. But the reason for their attack 
is still present and valid. Do you not wish to know who 
attacked you and why they did so?" 
"Yes, of course, We want to know. Who would dare do 
such a dastardly thing? Obviously they are dreadfully 
wicked people." 
"No, my King. They were hungry people who saw a 
land of plenty where theirs was empty. The representative 
from Ventuana arrived at the beginning- of summer and 
asked for a trade treaty. They wanted some of our surplus 
grain in place for their craft goods." The King nodded, 
vaguely remembering. "You turned it down, saying we had 
no need of their goods. But they had need of our grain, and 
it would have been a courtesy to trade with them. They 
saw our refusal as an insult. Their hunger grew, with 
resentment. The result was this invasion." 
The King understood. "Truly, We should have seen 
this. We will distribute the excess harvests fairly. But tell 
us, how did you overcome the sleeping spell and route the 
invaders so thoroughly?" The entire court leaned forward, 
eager to hear the exciting story. To their astonishment, the 
stern face of the wizard, who so many had feared for so 
long, broke into a sunny smile, as if greatly amused. 
"They are not a warlike people; but their children's 
empty bellies drove them to it. They sought out every 
hedge-row witch and traveling magician, anyone who 
knew a spell or two to join them in their efforts to block 
my own powers. Their need was so great they accom- 
plished what many a powerful wizard has failed to do. They 
overcame the "great" Garulean." 
Garulean laughed, showing more teeth than he had in 
half a century. "And do you know what they said to me, 
emptiness of his own chambers, except for one. He looked 
carefully at the girl before him. 
"You woke me?" 
No emotion in his voice, so Tarn didn't know if he were 
mad, happy, or just disbelieving. 
"Yes sir," she whispered. How much trouble would she 
get into over this? Would she have to clean the kennels for 
the rest of her life as punishment? For having presumed 
too much? 
"How?" Was all Garulean asked. Tarn tried to explain. 
"I'm sorry ... but ... I love the magic. I've been cleaning 
your rooms for eight years now, sir. I've been ... well, 
listening. Don't be mad sire. It's just ... I wanted to know!" 
Tarn blurted it out, knowing how stupid it sounded. 
The wizard reached a hand to her chin, tilting her head 
back so he might see her eyes clearly. Then he placed his 
hand on her forehead. 
"Eight years listening to my teachings. And cleaning up 
all the magic residue." He seemed to be talking to himself 
as much as to her. "Yes, I believe it. I'm a fool for not seeing 
it earlier. But tell me child, how you broke the spell my 
enemy placed on me. How did you know a master spell 
with which to break it?" 
Tarn blinked. "I don't know any master spells, sir. You 
have them locked up too tight for me to see.• Her cheeks 
burned as she realized she'd just admitted she'd peeked at 
his books. "Ah ... I just did a bunch of little spells.• 
It was the wizard's tum to blink. "A bunch of little 
spells? Say them to me- just as you said them before." 
She did so, feeling self-conscious at first, but the magic 
made her feel brave, and when she saw Garulean's head 
nodding as she spoke, she lost all her fear of him. 
"I see," he said. "More importantly, I felt the power 
behind your words. Oh, I have been blind child. Forgive 
me. I was too busy trying to find a spark in my so-called 
apprentices to see I had a burning flame cleaning my rooms 
every day. Your shields are strong. As is your motivation. 
I think we-" 
Screams interrupted. 
"The holding spell is wearing thin with their great 
'numbers. I must go out and deal with them directly. Tell 
the King I will take care of it and return shortly." 
Tarn had seen Garulean work many spells, but never 
the one be did to disappear. In fact, she didn't see it that 
rime, One second he was there, the next he wasn't. She 
looked out the window to see the sun was completely clear 
of the distant hills. The invader's camp could be seen, the 
people and horses frozen in place, but their voices were 
working free. What had the wizard said? To tell the King? 
Her? Talk to the King? 
J But she did go down the stairs and out into the court- 
yard to join the court as they milled about wondering what 
was happening. She made her way close to the watching 
group around the King. 
Rolls of thunder split the air. The ground shook. Puffs 
of smoke and fired flared up in the middle of the invader's 
and receive an answer, it gives them life for another day." 
He carefully searched my face for a reaction. "I see by the 
look in your eyes, that either you don't believe me or you 
don't understand." He grunted. 
"I was under the assumption that eight year old boys 
had good imaginations and believed anythin'. But it seems 
I have one here who proves that theory wrong. Well, boy, 
listen carefully and let me help you to believe." 
I found myself listening more to what he was saying and 
less to the fact that he was talking to me at all. 
"Your Grandma Martha was a 'Time Asker'. You 
didn't know her of course, she went away long before you 
were seed. Your Daddy didn't know her either," he said 
quietly, looking to the house. He cleared his throat and 
turned back to me. "Your Grandma was a fine, grand lady 
- so beautiful. She had short blonde hair," he said. "Looked 
like the place where the good Lord held the sunshine. Then 
there were those deep blue eyes, like bottomless pools, 
where once you looked into them, you were lost forever. 
Her skin was so fine and pure that you were almost afraid 
to touch her. She was flawless. 
"All the boys in town came knocking at her door askin' 
for time with her. For some reason she chose me to give 
her time to. I never asked why, I just tried to give her as 
much as she gave me, that's all. Oh, I wasn't a drinker then, 
no sir, then it was church and the good Lord's ways. I felt 
she deserved a gentleman. Shoot, I even took a couple of 
lessons at 'Miss Polly's School of Etiquette'. But the fact 
is, I just never felt worthy of her. A lifetime of lessons 
would'nt've fixed that. 
"Anyway, she was one of those people who were con- 
stantly askin' the time. No matter what we were doin' or 
where we were, she asked. Even durin' our weddin' cere- 
mony, just before the 'I do's', politely as you please, she 
stopped the priest and asked me for the time. It was always 
the same time too, 7:30 p.m. sharp. 
"We had two happy years together before your Daddy 
came along and added to our happiness. A fine healry baby 
boy he was, happy too. Hell, that boy came out of the 
womb laughin'. 
"I was so taken with him that outside of my job, I 
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I was eight years old when Grandpa spoke to me for the 
first time: "When you're asked the time, Joseph, answer 
twice." His voice wasn't loud, but the abruptness was so 
startling it was like a clap of thunder on a quiet summer 
night. 
Up until that moment I hadn't understood his silence, 
I thought he was just a mean old man who didn't want to 
be bothered by anyone, not even family. On our weekly 
visits when Dad would cook and tidy up the house for him, 
Grandpa would just sit in his rocker, rain or shine, and say 
nothing at all. 
Until that day. 
It was a cool, mid-August evening and the days humid- 
ity still hung in the air, dampening my skin as I sat on 
Grandpa's old weathered picnic table. I sorted through my 
collection of baseball cards; Dad was inside the house doing 
his usual; and behind me, on the back porch, Grandpa 
gently rocked himself in his ancient wicker rocker. 
The air filled with the gentle aromas of neighborhood 
barbecues as I became enthralled with Carl Yastrzemski's 
stats for the '72 season. It was here, through an opera of 
singing crickets, that Grandpa uttered those first words in 
a voice you might expect from an old sailor - low and 
gravelly. Looking up, I found that his face looked like it 
belonged with that seaman's voice too - the deep lines 
mapping the area around his eyes, cheeks and mouth; a 
weeks worth of gray whiskers shadowing his jowls. He 
appeared drawn and sullen as he looked down at me - a 
lifetime of sadness filling his eyes. 
I felt numb with disbelief as he slowly sat next to me. 
"There are those who ask not 'cause they want to know, 
they ask 'cause they need to know," he said, leaning closer. 
I sniffed for the ever present odor of liquor. His eyes grew 
wide. "I see your nose twitchin', I'm sober boy and 
thinkin' with a clear head, thank you." I felt myself blush; 
I looked back down at Y az. "I stayed away from Jack and 
Tom on purpose tonight, Joseph. I needed to talk to you 
with all my thoughts intact." 
I fidgeted as my discomfort grew. 
"Like I started to say, there are people who need to 
know the time. They ask for survival. Each time they ask 
A Tale of the Time Askers 
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just you. I don't understand how-" 
"But we do, your Majesty. Allow me to introduce my 
new apprentice to you." Garulean held out his hand to an 
astonished Tarn, who tried to keep her knees from shaking 
as she curtsied when the wizard pulled her forward and 
presented her to the court. 
your Highness, just before I sent them back to their 
homes?" Another laugh, as if at the best joke he'd heard in 
a lifetime. "They complained and said it wasn't fair. They 
hadn't known there was another wizard in the land to 
defeat their binding spell on me. They grumbled at our 
keeping it secret." 
While it made the wizard laugh, it merely made the 
King looked confused. "But, we don't have another wizard- 
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his house hoping that he would speak to me some more; 
share another part of his heart. He never did. 
Five years later, Grandpa died. 
His story, and to no lesser degree, Grandpa himself, had 
changed my life. They picked it up and gently laid it down 
on a different path. The time that lie ahead, my adolescent 
years, were not filled with strife and rebellion, as all parents 
fear, but years of great compassion. 
Over the years I went to his grave and sat on the c?ol 
grass in front of his stone to tell him what was happening 
in the lives of Dad, Mom and me. But most important, I 
would assure him that I was still answering twice to those 
who asked. My visits happened once a month until the eve 
I was to leave for college. 
The evening was just like the one years ago at Grandpa's 
house: humidity clinging to my skin, the aroma of _the 
barbecues wahing through the air, the sounds of the crick- 
ets in the grass and the creaking, somewhere, of a rocker 
rocking gently on old wood planks. 
The setting sun pushed long finger like shadows from 
a nearby tree, across the face of the tombstone. Th~ letters 
were rough, like Grandpa, the marble smooth like me. 
That contrast seemed appropriate. 
As I sat with him, the evening seemed to change. The 
air got heavy, almost sad. I began to feel uncomfortable. 
Then there was the voice ... 
1oseph ... " 
It was a gravelly whisper. 
Familiar. 
"Hello?" I called out, slowly turning around. 
The air had become silent. 
"joseph ... " 
Out in the distance, beyond the farthest gravestones, 
was a large Oak; it was so big that it seemed ~ if all I h~d 
to do was reach out to touch it. In front of it, under its 
immense shadow, stood a figure, unmoving; unrecogniz- 
able in the gray of the evening. 
The leaves started to rustle on the Oak, slowly at first, 
then rapidly stronger until a wind burst from its branch~. 
It blew straight at me, carrying with it a feeling of panic 
that screamed so loud I felt my legs go weak from fear. 
Every other tree around was perfectly still. The wind 
seemed to come from the Oak itself. As it whirled and 
dipped over me the urgency it carried with it grew_ in 
volume; its pull was intoxicating. So I ran towards it - 
passing one tombstone after another until I was in the open 
field far beyond the dead of our ancestors. 
I rapidly closed the distance, but it didn't seem fast 
enough; anxiety set in and I forced my legs to move even 
faster. 
As I came upon the tree, the wind had all but stopped, 
and the dusk of the evening seemed to abate as the stranger 
was revealed to me: a girl, about my age, whose eyes were 
nothing more than lifeless black circles. Her hair, past her 
shoulders, bore no color at all, but gently framed a thin, 
pale face that presented skin so translucent you would have 
ignored everythin' else in my life. It was a wicked obses- 
sion, wicked. But I couldn't help myself, I loved that boy." 
His voice dropped lower. "Day after day, she still as.ked 
me the time, but now I answered her only on occassion. 
Most of the time not at all. I wanted your father to have 
everythin' I didn't, so I worked long days and.nig~ts to give 
him just that, everythin'. Because of that blind ignorance 
a weeks worth of days passed before I noticed that the hour 
of her usual askin • had come and gone without so much as 
a whisper from her. 
"As your Daddy slept in his cradle I searched the house 
for her. I looked in her favorite spot, that same old rocker 
that I use, but she wasn't there. She wasn't in t~e laundry 
room or in the pantry organizin' her canned fruits and she 
wasn't in her garden tendin' her roses either. I found h~r 
in our bedroom, sinin' on our bed, her hands crossed.in 
front of her." A tear ran down his cheek. "She was lookin' 
like a ghost. I could barely see her. The lace curtains ~hat 
she made herself flapped in the breeze, as I saw right 
through her." He stopped for a moment. 
Swallowing, he continued, "She couldn't speak. I could 
see her mouth movin', but no words came out. I didn't 
know what was goin' on. I didn't know what to say; didn't 
know what to do." He shook his head sadly. "She was 
rneltin' away was what she was doin', and I was helpless to 
stop it. Tears welled up in her eyes as they seemed to cry 
out for me. When she completely faded away, my heart 
went with her. 
"For days I tried to understand what happen~d. My 
sister Jessie took care of your Daddy so I could think and 
pull my life together. 
"Slowly, I figured things out. Your Grandma's con- 
stant askin' of the time and my answerin', kept her alive. 
It nourished her like water nourishes the rest of us. That 
was why she picked me to love - I was the only one who 
answered her day after day and didn't ask why. She loved 
me for that - but when I stopped answerin' her, I betrayed 
that love." 
His shoulders rounded over, he looked like he carried 
the sadness of the world on his back. My heart ached for 
him. 
"Your Dad knows all this, of course. I made sure he 
knew, that he understood. I didn't want him makin' the 
same mistake. That's why I'm tellin' you, too." 
"When someone asks you the time, say it twice." I 
repeated. 
Nodding solemnly, he slowly stood up and shuffled his 
way back to the house and his rocker. 
He spoke to me only on occasion after that: 
"You bein' asked the time?" he would ask. 
"Yes." 
"You answerin' twice?" 
"Yes, sir." 
Then he would simply smile and go back to his drink- 
ing. 
Every week for the rest of the summer, I would go to 
restlessly. Then, after what seemed like an eternity she 
said, "Please don't feel left out, darling. At the beginning 
of a Time Asker's life, only the Mother can fulfill the need." 
I sat on the floor, my back resting against the couch, as 
she came around to sit next to me; we both stared into the 
fire. 
"I thoought that you knew. I'm sorry. But I promise, 
your time will come," she said. 
"Molly isn't a Time Asker." 
"No, she isn't." There was a brief silence, then, "I ... " 
" ... love you so much that I could just burst." I quickly 
added, with a smile. She looked at me and smiled back. 
All was right with the world again. 
As Lindsay had said, my time for Colin came, and it 
came quickly. He started asking me when he was just about 
two and since his time is 2:15 in the afternoon, I receive 
calls at work: 
"Dayee, tom?" 
My "Two-fifteen." is quickly followed by a squeal, then 
the sound of the handset hitting the floor as he skitters 
away. 
As for Molly, Dad has already claimed dibs on the 
moment that she will be told about her Mother, brother 
and of course Great-Grandmother; a moment he promises 
to handle with compassion and sensitivity. A moment that 
I'm sure Grandpa will be watching. 
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"Darling, the time please?" she asks, always waking me 
at two in the morning. A familiar peaceful glow washes 
over her face when I answer; a look that is immeasurably 
more satisfying than ever before. 
We lived with my parents through college; an arrange- 
ment they gladly accepted. The first three years after 
graduation were spent building towards a future - saving 
money, building a house and finally talking about having 
kids. 
Our family was born at once: A boy, Colin and a girl, 
Molly. From birth, Lindsay would whisper into Colin's 
ear. I would catch them from the corner of my eye, or if I 
had just entered a room. They always seemed to be rem- 
nants of a moment; a whisp of a shadow. I couldn't hear 
what was said, but I didn't have to - she was whispering the 
time. I didn't ask questions, I simply respected the privacy 
of their moments. 
But still, I wanted so badly to be part of things. There 
was suddenly an inner circle to our lives; a place I couldn't 
go. I tried hard to understand, but ultimately didn't. 
Then one night, after the children were in bed and as I 
threw another log onto the fire, Lindsay spoke to me about 
those moments. 
"We-well, they're nice and snug," she started, awk- 
wardly. "You can give them a kiss when you're done 
there." 
"Great, I will." 
There was an uncomfortable moment of silence as I 
poked the logs; behind me I sensed her shifting around 
thought it almost invisible. Even what she wore, a dress 
covered in tiny flowers, lacked the same vibrancy as the 
rest of her. it was like looking at an old black and white 
photograph. 
I knew what she was. 
I stepped to her and spoke the time. 
A look of astonishment washed her face. "You knowl" 
she said, her voice rising slightly, trembling. 
I simply nodded. 
Tears rimmed her eyes and I saw a spark of life deep in 
the black pools. Gently taking one of her hands in mine, 
I spoke the time again. This time she smiled. 
She spoke softly, "My name is Lindsay." 
I sat with her under the tree while time passed and life 
returned to her eyes. I held her through the night, talking, 
and as the orange and blues of the rising sun streaked the 
sky, I saw that her hair was not only soft and wavey but 
also red as strawberries, and her eyes, her eyes were the 
deepest green I had ever seen. 
Sitting there with her, I came to realize what Grandfa- 
ther felt for my Grandmother. The moment came so 
swiftly that it took my breath away as fast the feeling itself. 
I was in love. 
We married less than a year later. 
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for all, yet now I have to roam days from home to bring 
enough for even one meal. Oh, bad days!" 
Robb found himself nodding in agreement, although he 
would have been content to have found one tenth the stash 
Melumba was carrying. "And where have you been to 
return with such a store?" Robb asked, sniffing and rubbing 
his nose against the sack. 
"Nowhere!" growled Melumba, as he squinted his eyes 
shut and shifted the weight on his back. "And you would 
do well to stay away from me when I hunt, or you will feel 
my claws deep through that pelt of yours." 
Robb was too hungry to run away from such a threat. 
He knew that if he pressed hard enough, the mole would 
be glad to part with a bit of information to avoid sharing 
any of his hoard. So, he kept on at him until Melumba 
exploded in fury: 
"At the base of the sun and beyond the mists of the 
mountains lies a rich forest where the goddess of light lives. 
But beware her eyes, for the smallest glance will burn the 
paws in your tracks. Now be off, and let me be!" 
So saying, with a bit of mud thrown up behind him as 
he scurried away, Melumba dis- 
appeared into the cedar groves 
and left Robb to his own 
thoughts. Robb bad often be- 
fore heard legends of Elinari, 
the witch of light, and the 
riches hidden in her land - yet 
many an animal who had wan- 
dered there in search of that 
wealth had never returned. 
Robb nibbled hard at the 
bark of the Xymlath until its 
bitter juices trickled over his 
mouth. The pains in his stom- 
ach were fierce, and he reflected 
that if the famine were to con- 
tinue, maybe death at the hands 
of a witch could be no worse 
than the lingering weakness of 
starvation. So, with a sharp in- 
take of breath, Robb turned 
himself west and made off in 
the direction of the land of Eli- 
--·---- 
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Down along the banks of the Camilarri, beneath the 
spreading branches of the cedar groves, a lone raccoon 
nuzzled its nose among the roots of the X ymlath and sighed 
a deep sigh. The frosts of winter had melted slowly away, 
yet the warmth of spring had not yet brought with it the 
fruits of summer. Ever since the passage of three moons, 
Robb had been hunting for food for his family without 
turning up more than a handful of roots and dried, un- 
ripened berries. 
Robb was about ready to head back to his burrow when 
he heard a loud crunching noise behind him. The fur on 
his back began to rise as he bared his claws, when out 
popped Melumba the mole. 
Robb heaved a sigh of relief and exchanged greetings 
with Melumba. Even though the mole was carrying a sack 
that looked quite heavy with delectable nuts and jams, he 
looked as miserable as if there were nothing but rocks on 
his back. 
"Bad days, oh bad days," Melumba growled with a 
shifty glance as he caught Robb staring at him. "Many were 
the times when the Camilarri washed ashore food enough 
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moved from one bush to another - greedily sampling the 
berries and nuts hidden on each. Each shrub seemed to 
sparkle with its own eerie light, which faded quietly as 
Robb drew up and gorged himself on its treats. In his 
hunger, in moving from one bit of vegetation to the next, 
he was not even aware that he was gradually moving deeper 
and deeper into the dimmest coves of the forest. 
hen it seemed that even his stomach could hold no more, 
Robb felt overcome with a biting thirst that ached every- 
where inside of him. Stopping in his tracks long enough 
to see where he was, he spied a tiny brook off to his left 
about a hundred yards distant. Padding off in that direc- 
tion as the last of the sunlight ebbed, he fell into the brook 
-- splashing and drinking with a fury until he was as wet on 
the inside as his fur was soaked on the outside. It was only 
then, when the last of the cold water hit him, that he 
realized he had lost his way and was now deeper in the 
forest than he had ever intended to go. 
Shivering so rapidly that even his fur seemed to shud- 
der, Robb looked about him nervously and became aware 
that, except for the steady drip-drip-drip of the water 
running off his back, not a sound broke the gloom around 
him. Too weary to move, yet too fearful to sleep, Robb 
nudged the moist bank with his nose as he wondered what 
to do. 
Everywhere about him, the same shrubs he had fed off 
moments before still glowed with a bluish light, yet even 
those colors faded when he drew nearer. It was then that 
he realized that those lights were meant to show him the 
way in, but not lead him out, 
and he gave off another shud- 
der. 
Like all animals of the 
wild, Robb had a great deal of 
common sense and cunning. 
Glancing over at the brook, he 
knew that every stream of 
water, no matter how small, 
had its source; so, if he could 
keep to the bank, he might be 
able to find his way home be- 
fore further misfortune fell his 
way. 
So, with a stubborn shake 
of his head, Robb fell back 
upon the narrow bank and 
sniffed steadily from one side 
to another. Everywhere 
about him he imagined he saw 
red eyes glaring out at him 
from murky recesses, yet he 
was too frightened to stand 
still long enough to discover 
their origin. Hour after hour 
passed in this painstaking man- 
ner. Just when Robb had be- 
gun to lose all faith in himself and his instincts, he saw a 
tiny clearing ahead illuminated by a sparkling green light. 
Moving as rapidly as his tired legs would allow him, 
Robb was about to burst into the clearing when a tiny voice 
inside of him pulled him up before he was able to show 
himself. All in all, it was as well that Robb did not reveal 
himself just then, because right in the middle of the clearing 
w 
There was no telling how many days and nights passed 
before Robb caught sight of the Hinnendyrell range of 
mountains. For more than a week he had lived off the 
green fish of the Camilarri, as his nose led him from one 
mossy bank to the next. Yet soon even those brackish 
waters had fallen behind him, and he was forced to scram- 
ble through lowlands and bogs where nothing but dark red 
worms met him at every turn. Just when he had given up 
hope of ever tasting a decent meal again, the ground mist 
broke and he spied the mountains Melumba had talked 
about. 
Ahead of him as he ran he saw giant outcroppings of 
rock stretching outward like yellow teeth. He could smell 
the sweet scent of spruce, from branches' stretching like 
quills into the cold sky, and his nostrils were giddy with 
the possibilities of food hidden there. His paws crackled 
and scraped themselves over the dry earth in their hurry to 
move faster before night, yet his hunger did not allow him 
either to slow down, or rest. 
As daylight faded, Robb cleared the last rocky knoll and 
entered the dark forest. Not a sound could he hear about 
him other than the stealthy padding of his own paws as he 
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see the long golden hair of the witch, braided into knots of 
crimson, gold, and silver, and fastened separately with three 
emerald rings. Wrapped in a dark green cloak, the witch 
waved her arms above her while sparkling gold coins 
materialized from the hissing steam of the kettles, sailed 
across the clearing, and landed in one of several gleaming 
piles near her. 
Robb drew his breath in quickly as he watched her 
summoning coin after coin from the bubbling cauldrons, 
barely able to contain his excitement. Then, after a few 
more minutes of this display, the witch brought down her 
arms and the fire under the kettles gradually faded away. 
Rubbing her eyes slowly, the witch removed her green 
cloak, lay it before her on the ground like a blanket, and 
then promptly stretched herself upon it and fell asleep. 
Robb observed that, with her cloak removed, the 
witch's garments were as pink as satin and embroidered 
with leaves of every tree in the forest. About her where 
she was sleeping, Robb could make out vast piles of treasure 
such as he had never envisioned before - sapphires and 
stones that seemed to smile instead of sparkle, as well as 
mounds of food that made his mouth water even though 
his stomach was already full. 
About two hundred yards off to his left, in the path 
across the clearing, Robb heard the steady gurgling of a 
waterfall. Sniffing around the ground until he came to its 
source, he wet bis lips and nearly danced a jig of joy - for 
here, impossible as it might seem, was the beginning of the 
mighty Camilarri! Licking his lips from the familiar taste, 
he knew there was no mistake; if 
he could get in that rapid stream, 
the pull of the current would drag 
him far away, even from the reach 
of Elinari. 
Thinking quickly, Robb stole 
back to the clearing and made him- 
self a little sack from the densest 
foliage of the forest. Then, sneak- 
ing out into the clearing, Robb 
filled the sack with as much food 
and jewels as it could hold. As he 
moved about, Robb watched the 
witch moan and sigh in her sleep, 
yet still she did not awake. It was 
only when he took one of the rings 
that fastened her hair, and slipped 
it on his tail for good measure, that 
a bolt of lightning shattered 
through the clearing and split a 
rock behind him. 
Clutching onto his bundle, 
Robb scrambled away towards the 
waterfall as E/inari awoke and 
shrieked the most pitiful wail he 
had ever heard before. Every stone 
and leaf seemed to echo that 
scream, as Robb felt himself trembling all over. Even the 
ring on his tail seemed to burn with the wail of the witch. 
Robb threw himself into the undergrowth in an effort 
to conceal himself from Elinari. Yet, once again, his luck 
failed him, for the ring he had stolen glowed with the light 
of a thousand candles and served only to draw the witch 
nearer to him like a beacon. Even worse, when he tried to 
pull the ring off, it would only move up an inch at a time 
- burning black rings all along the fur as it moved - before 
refusing to budge any further just below the tip. 
In desperation, Robb took one of the sharpest jewels 
from the sack and cut off the tip of his tail. Then, grabbing 
the ring, he tossed it as hard as he could in the opposite 
direction, before throwing himself into the waterfall. 
Down and around the current dragged him - pounding 
him from one rock to the next until his poor body was cut 
and bleeding from each impact. Holding the bundle be- 
tween his teeth, however, Robb refused to let go, no matter 
how hard he was jostled. 
Ahead of him he could see daylight, and the branch of 
the Camilarri that would take him home. Just as quickly 
behind him, though, flew Elinari, who had discovered the 
trick and was coming to take her revenge. If he could only 
make it to the bend in the river where her domain ended, 
Robb thought, she would never be able to follow him. 
- with her arms outstretched in front of two bubbling black 
kettles - stood Elinari, the witch of light. 
Robb inhaled nervously as he realized the mistake be 
had almost made. From where he was concealed, he could 
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light at him which struck him in 
the forehead. 
"Thief thou art, and thief 
thou shall be known for all time! 
Let thy wanderings be forever at 
night and thy lone companion a 
mask that shall mark thee to the 
end of thy days!" 
So saying, another light 
blinded Robb before he col- 
lapsed in a dead faint. It was not 
until the cold waters of the 
Camilarri washed him onto one 
of its familiar muddy banks, 
near his favorite cedar groves, 
that he awoke. Was this all -a 
dream? Rubbing his eyes, -be 
found that the bright light ohhe 
sun hurt him, so he crawled into 
the shade with what was left of 
his bundle. 
Opening it for a snack, as he 
was growing very hungry, Robb 
reached in and found only.'S'atld 
There were just a few more yards to go ... 
As the waterfall dropped him into one of the shallow 
pools of the Camilarri, however the witch loomed up in 
front of him with dark eyes that flashed cold with anger. 
Pointing at Robb with a long, bony finger as he lay 
trembling in the morning light, she threw a shard of black 
and rocks where his treasure had been. Then, leaning 
down to the water to bathe his face and cover his disap- 
pointment, he was astonished to find a masked stranger 
glaring. up at him from the reflection in the stream. 
Tearing furiously at the sides of his face, Robb discov- 
ered the price he had to pay for being a bandit - a perma- 
nent mask to mark his misdeeds for 
the rest of time. And so, passed 
along from one generation to the 
next, must come this story to relate 
HOW THE RACCOON GOT 
ITS MASK. 
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to be as discreet as possible. Her movement caught Martin's 
eye. 
"Are you all right, dear?" Martin asked. 
"I'm fine. Just a little twinge in my hand." 
"As I was saying, capital in this country should be raised 
from any source, no matter how repugnant ... " Martin 
continued. Mark looked at Shirley, who was still sucking 
the small puncture on the back of her hand. She smiled 
wickedly at him. 
The dinner and the evening progressed without any 
further bloodshed and at 10:00, Mark excused himself and 
went up to his room. Mark flipped on the short-wave and 
lay in the bed. He enjoyed listening to the European 
commercial broadcasts and would scan for hours listening 
to Moscow, Peking, Lisbon, Cuba and the other countries 
with English language broadcasts. He was not a 'ham' but 
enjoyed being a 'DX'r.' As he scanned the waves, he 
imagined the countries and the people that he heard. Were 
all families like his? Were the people the same universally? 
Were there Israeli or Russian families gathered and discuss- 
ing the plots of Chinese or French families hell-bent on 
world wide domination? Were they drunk? Were they 
fighting off amorous relatives? He was almost asleep when 
he was startled by a hand on his rump. 
"What was the idea with the knife?" Shirley asked as 
she sat on the bed next to him. 
"Hi, Shirl. Is anyone going home yet?" 
"Claud and Erik almost got into a fight but they cairned 
down. Stacey passed out on the couch as usual. Your 
parents are watching home movies in the den. Martin is 
watching a ball game." 
"And you got lonely," said Mark. 
"And I got lonely," Shirley purred. Through the caked 
mascara and thick eyeliner, Shirley's bloodshot eyes looked 
like a photograph taken with a bad flash. The lines on her 
face ran down her heavy jowls and neck to just above the 
enormous cleavage of her too-tight top. She bent slightly 
forward for Mark's benefit, an opportunity he did not care 
to exploit. The aroma of $3.50 a quart Passion Panic 
Parfoom was beginning to dizzy him. Mark rolled off the 
bed and sat bv his desk. 
"So, how's the divorce going?" Mark asked to get 
Shirley's mind off what was always on Shirley's mind. 
"I gave that bastard. hunk the best 15 years of my life 
and he won't give a thing in the settlement. He's always 
been cheap," Mark's sister-in-law said with a hideous pout. 
"Let's see. You got married when you were how old? 
You must be just about ... " Mark began. 
"In the prime of my womanhood, you little bastard! 
This familv has absolutely no manners!" she said as she 
" sure as ... 
"They don't hold nothin' to the Jews," interrupted 
Claud. "I was reading how they got a 'dilaboticle' master 
plan! Say what you want about them Skinheads, I think 
that. .. " 
So, the conversation slowly changed to the inevitable 
arguments by the end of the evening. It was as unalterable 
as Shirley's progression up Mark's leg. He picked up his 
dinner knife and began to observe it in a casual manner. He 
pointed the sharp end toward his lap and let it slip through 
his fingers. It struck Shirley's hand and she withdrew it 
quickly. She put the back of her band to her mouth trying 
"Let's eat, everyone!" Mark's mother Linda chimed as 
she set a bowl of cranberries on the table. 
The tinkling glasses of bourbon and scotch were placed 
on table and mantle as the men laughed at a joke told 
quietly by Erik. The women commented on what a fine 
Thanksgiving table Linda had set. Mark sat between Shir- 
ley and her husband Martin. They were separated but not 
divorced. Martin was Mark's brother. 
With bowed head, Tom Balinger said grace. 
"Let's be thankful that we all can be here today to enjoy 
family and good health. I'm personally thankful for my 
blessings of a fine companion and wife like Linda and a 
great seventeen year old scholar like Mark for a son. Mark 
took the honors in the Westbrook Tri- State Senior's 
Competition and we're all quite proud of him!" All eyes 
turned toward Mark who blushed slightly. Shirley patted 
Mark on his knee under the table and then rested her hand 
on his thigh. 
" ... and let's hope HE continues to bless us," Tom 
continued. "HE" was as close as Tom ever got to acknow- 
ledging a deity. 
"Amen," said the family as Shirley's hand rose a little 
higher on Mark's thigh. 
"That's quite an honor, Mark-boy!" slurred the slightly 
loaded uncle Claud. "I don't remember your father doing 
much in school 'cept chasing girls Back then, that rascal 
had quite a libido." Shirley's hand crept still higher and 
Claud received a kick under the table from aunt Stacey. 
"Thanks, uncle Claud. I got through the English part 
pretty well, but the math ... " began Mark but was cut oft 
by cousin Erik who said, "English. That reminds me. Did 
you see "Sixty Minutes" the other night? Those cockney 
faggots are buying up the whole country! It's not the Japs 
we have to worry about, it's the English." 
"Any investment is good investment," said Martin. "We 
need fresh capital to keep this country going." 
"Say, them Queen lovers never got over the 'shot heard 
round the world.' Why, they'd make us colonies again as 
5,000KHZ 
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lies ... • 
Tom went pale. The smile left his lips and he stared at 
Mark. 
"What?" asked Mark. "The Catholics?" 
"Magic,• Tom whispered. 
"You mean Kreskin and David Copperfield are closet 
Catholics?" Mark asked, still not taking his father seriously. 
Tom put his hand on Mark's shoulder. "You may find 
out someday, son. Don't mess with the Catholics." 
Mark thought it was a joke. "What should I watch out 
for, Dad? The rosaries or the holy water?" 
"Don't forget the spells in a strange and diabolical 
tongue.• 
"Dad, that's Latin and they hardly ever use it anymore." 
"Don't joke, son. Now, get some sleep." 
Tom opened the door and turned to look at Mark a 
minute, a stern expression on his face. He then went to his 
room. 
"Not you too, Dad," Mark thought. 
Linda popped her head in. "Good night, Marky," she 
said cheerfully. 'Marky' was all right coming from her. 
"G'night mom. Er, mom?" 
"Yes, dear?" she asked as she sat on the edge of the bed. 
•Are Martin and Shirley really getting a divorce or 
not?" 
"Oh, such serious thoughts from my young man! Let's 
talk about something more cheerful." 
Mom's '1949 Cheerleader of the County' mentality 
kicked in. 
"What religion are we?" asked Mark. 
"Why, we're Christians, dear. You know that!" 
"No, I mean WHAT Christian religion?" 
"Your father told me we were Protestant something or 
others. I think I was a Methodist when I was a little girl." 
Mark saw this was going nowhere fast. 
"Mom, Shirley was being weird again.• 
"Oh, Marky! She just loves you, that's all!" 
Yeah, right. 
"It was so nice to see the family again," said Linda, 
changing the subject. "It's been ages!" 
It was last Labor day, but Mark imagined that was 'ages' 
to his mother. 
"Mom, do the Catholics do magic?" 
"I'm sure I know nothing about that. Now, it's late and 
you need your sleep." She smiled as she tucked Mark in and 
kissed him on the cheek. "G'night, Marky!" 
Mark turned out the light and turned on the short· 
wave. He dialed through the banks with headphones on 
and eyes closed. He listened to the BBC a while and then 
to Radio Moscow. 
He was around 5,000 kHz looking for the time signal 
when the interference started. A voice seemed to be broad· 
casting right on top of or close to the time signal. 
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walked towards Mark's dresser and picked up a framed 
picture of a girl. 
"This your sweetheart, Marky?" 
"Yeah. Her name is Bernice." 
"Is she a virgin?" 
"C'mon, Shirl." 
"You don't know, do you?" Shirley asked. 
"I know!" said Mark in a defensive tone. 
"Tell me HOW you know, Marky. And don't spare 
any detail!" He could see the saliva on her painted, cracked 
lips. 
"That's enough, Shirl," said Martin from the doorway. 
"Have you forgotten to take your medication again, 
sweetie?" ' 
"If you did your job as a man, I wouldn't ... " 
"We're leaving, Shirley. Mark, come around to the shop 
next summer and I'll put you to work to earn a f cw bucks 
for college." 
"Thanks, Marty. I'll do that." Martin owned a machine 
shop. 
"I'll be waiting downstairs, Shirl. Don't be long,• Mar· 
tin said with a hard look at Shirley as he left the room. 
"If you need to earn some money, come by the house 
sometime. I have a few things you could do for me, too; 
Shirley added. 
"I don't suppose Martin will be home," said Mark. 
"Now that you mention it, I think he'll be out of town 
next weekend. Why Marky, you little devil! What did you 
have in mind?" Shirley droned in a husky whisper, eyes 
wide with expectancy. 
"Nothing, Shirley. Absolutely nothing. And don't call 
me 'Marky. •• With that, he slammed the door in her face. 
Later that night, Tom stopped in to see Mark on his 
way to bed. 
"Well, another holiday comes to an end. Get a good 
night's sleep, son," Tom said with a yawn. 
"I will, dad. Say, do you have a minute?" 
Tom sat down in a chair by the desk. "Sure. What's up?" 
"Why do we all get together only to argue? It seems that 
everybody is complaining about everything. Nobody has 
any fun." 
Tom thought a minute. "It's only talk, son. We need to 
find scapegoats for our shortcomings. We're all basically 
individuals who need to justify our own luck, good or bad. 
It's cathartic: 
"So there are no plans by any sinister organizations 
to ... " 
Tom smiled and said, "Communism is still dying. 
Don't worry." 
"The Japanese?" 
"Are damned good business people," replied Tom. 
"Israel?" 
•A Jewish homeland.• 
"The Irish, Chinese? The Muslims, Protestants, Cathe- 
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room. Inside was a black plastic box that had "Wish En- 
hancer" printed in red script and an envelope. Mark read 
the letter from Brother Alphonse: 
"Dear Seeker Dood, Thanx for the note. You asked 
about our outfit. My story is a simple one. Just one lone 
dude looking for peace and love and a couple of bucks. My 
brain got in the way of my intelligence and I entered M.I. T. 
on a full scholarship. The CIA recruited me in the summer 
of love and I went into 'chemical research.' Far out. When 
they finally caught up with me, I was in Iran looking for a 
flying carpet. Never found it, but I did find a cave with the 
grooviest stuff written on the walls. The cave was destroyed 
in one of the damned Mideast wars but I saved the writings. 
All I can say is that our celestial brothers and sisters left us 
with some heavy duty cosmic info in one of their rest stops 
here on the third stone from the sun. I have deciphered 
these writings and now offer to you products guaranteed 
to detonate your cerebral cortex! And, today is your lucky 
day, dude! I feel the need to share the wealth. Hell, I got 
more bucks than I know what to do with anyway, so on 
occasion I turn people on to one of my gizmos, gratis. Have 
fun, but don't name it after me! Ha! Bro' Alphonse." 
Mark examined the box. It came with a list of instruc-' 
tions. One could only wish for others, not oneself. (Bad 
vibes, man. And besides, the good done for others would 
come back to you tenfold.) All ten finger tips must be 
placed in the indentations as you concentrate on the wish. 
(Keep your feet off the ground lest you ground yourself.) 
Because of time-space continuum fluctuations and as Al- 
phonse would have no idea of how cosmically large the 
wishes would be, there was no guarantee how many wishes 
were contained in the 'Wish Enhancer.' 
Mark decided he had better try it before he showed it 
to his father in case it was like one of those cigarette cases 
that gave a shock when pulled apart. 
"Let's see. Who's one of the most screwed up people I 
know?" He thought for a tenth of a second. "Shirley!" Her 
divorce was final. Manin gave the house. 
"OK, machine, do your stuff," Mark said. He raised his 
feet off the floor as he sat before the machine on his desk. 
He closed his eyes and put his fingers in the depressions. 
No shock. OK, let's go for it. 
"Dear genie, god, entity or whatever. Help Shirley find 
happiness and put an end to her ... to her ... to her damned 
horniness!" Mark said. Silence. No buzz, whistle or shock. 
At that moment, Shirley answered her doorbell to a 
giant Schwarzenegger standing on her doorstep. 
"Well, hello you big bastard! Can I help you, I hope?" 
Shirley panted. 
"I am Olaf. Are you Shirley Baleenyur?" asked the 
Schwarzenegger. 
"I'm divorced. The name is Sullivan." 
"Well, Sullivan, you haf won the service of a purrsonal 
trainer. It is a promotion from Svedish House Feetness 
Center. Would you be interested in ... " 
"Step in, Olaf, honey. I'm definitely interested!" she 
"We can't make it alone. But there is help! There is one 
who will make life worth living!" the voice said with 
increasing excitement. "Here comes the pitch," Mark 
thought as he began to turn the dial. "The answer is ME, 
dude!" boomed the voice as Mark began to scan further up 
the dial. Then he stopped. "The answer is IIlM, dude?" 
Mark said as he turned the dial to find that station again. 
"Yes, friend. It's true. I can give you the answers you 
are seeking. You won't need to shave your head or wear 
sackcloth! You can get all that you desire with the 'Wish 
Enhancer.' Now, you've heard of the genie in the bottle 
from days of old. Leprechauns and Good Fairies; there was 
a time when they all existed, a far out time not really 
believed in today. I have rediscovered those powers and 
through the high-tech wizardry of today, I've developed 
some marvelous devices. 'Pish posh and balderdash,' you 
might say. How can a device be magic? It goes back to the 
days when there was belief in only two forces; positive and 
negative. Religious call it Good and Evil. The Chinese, Yin 
and Yang. By focusing on a single thought, why, the Mystic 
can levitate and wizards can cast spells! 
"In our fast-paced and instantly gratifying 90's, we have 
no time for week-long spell-castings or self-induced travels 
to a higher plane. No 'dance and trance' for us, no sir! We 
have more urgent needs. Realizing this, I have developed 
the 'Wish Enhancer:.' For the mere cost of shipping and a 
small compensation for myself, I will send you this won- 
derful device, this astonishing machine that will focus the 
positive powers all around us and grant YOU your wishes, 
man!" 
Mark was sitting up and smiling by now. "I gotta tape 
this!" He switched on the cassette recorder. 
" ... Sl,000,029.95! That's it! That's all you need to con- 
tribute to make a better world, dudes and dudettes, but you 
must act now. I have constructed only a few of these as a 
trial run and I will not be broadcasting this message again." 
"You sure won't when the FCC finds you," Mark 
interjected. 
"Send cash or voucher only to 'Brother Alphonse, 999 
Clearview, Bobsled, Florida.'" 
"Bobsled, Florida?" commented Mark out loud. 
"Thank you, and remember to hurry. This offer will 
end soon." 
Mark switched off the recorder and rewound the tape. 
He hit 'play' and heard only the announcements of the 
Universal Standard time. The tape had not recorded the 
'commercial!' 
"What was that address?" Mark thought as he went to 
his desk for a pen. He was still smiling as he drifted off to 
sleep. 
The next morning was Friday and there was no school. 
By noon, Mark decided to write to Alphonse. He explained 
that he didn't have $1,000,029.95 but would like to know 
more about the good brother's ideas. He posted the letter 
and in the following weeks forgot all about it. 
On April first, a package arrived. Mark opened it in his 
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said as she pulled the Schwarzenegger into her house. 
The Schwarzenegger departed two days later, 100 
pounds lighter and hair tinged white. As he was steadying 
himself at the front door, a man approached. "Is this the 
Sullivan household?" 
"Ya," said Olaf weakly. The man bore a striking resern- 
blance to a young Clint Eastwood. 
Shirley answered the door in her aerobics outfit. 
"I knew you'd be back, Olaf honey. I need a ... Wellll, 
hello, and what can I do for you, you sweet lookin' lil' 
bastard?" 
"I'm Dr. Will Prober. I represent the National Health 
Board and I wonder if I could ask you a few questions for 
our survey?" He spoke in a deep and positive tone, a tone 
that Shirley was sure represented deeply repressed sexual 
desire. 
By midsummer, no one had heard from Shirley in 
months. Linda asked Mark to drop by to see how she was. 
After a week of procrastination, he found himself on the 
way to Shirley's. 
Mark arrived at the house and heard the 'Nutcracker 
Suite' blaring as he walked past the pink flamingos and 
purple lawn furniture. Shirley answered the door, stuffed 
into a tutu. 
"Marky! And how's my favorite ex-brother-in-law?" 
she asked, and gave him a short peck on the cheek, with 
tongue. 
"I'm your only ex-brother-in-law, Shirl. People have 
been worried ... " 
"Tell Linda I'll call her. I've had the most incredible 
luck lately. These big bastard hunks keep showing up 
saying I've won things or to ask questions or use the phone 
or whatever! It started a month or two ago." 
"A month or two ago?" Mark asked nervously. He 
peered past her at a Nureyev pirouetting in the parlor. 
"That's Lance," she said. "I've won ballet lessons. Now, 
excuse me while I teach this skinny little bastard how to 
spin like a propeller!" 
Martin was just pulling into the 
Balinger drive when Mark arrived 
home. Mark told him where he had 
just come from and Martin seemed to 
perk up. He was still in love with Shir- 
ley. 
"How is she?" Martin asked. 
"OK, Marty. She's holding her 
own." And everybody else's, Mark did 
not add. 
"Well, that's good. Maybe I should 
drop around myself to ... " 
"No, Marty. It's, er, too soon. Why 
not wait a while?" 
"Yeah. You're right. Maybe I'll see 
her at the Fourth of July picnic at the 
house. Do you think she's coming?" 
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Martin's cellular phone rang and he hopped into the Bee- 
mer. "See you later, bro' cat!" he said as he spun tires down 
the street, the car phone attached to his ear. This was getting 
out of hand. 
Mark started the charcoal in the grill. Linda was watch- 
ing a self-assertion tape on the VCR and Tom was at 
mommg vespers. 
At 1 :00, a van pulled up with a large Confederate flag 
painted on the side. Mark approached the van ready to give 
directions to an obviously lost driver. The side door opened 
and out popped Erik and Claud, arm in arm and singing 
"Dixie." They were dressed in white sheets. A few beer cans 
rolled out onto the drive. 
"Hey, Mark! How you?" Claud asked as he put his arm 
around Mark. Claud suddenly had a southern accent. 
"Didn't think y'all'd mind if I brought a coupla good 
ol' boys to the rally ... er ... picnic." 625 combined pounds of 
good ol' boys spilled out of the van. 
"This here's Bubba and this one's Billy Joe-Bob.Jes' call 
him BJ," Erik said with the same accent. The 'boys' went 
to the back of the ban and pulled out a keg of beer and 
twenty-four cases of canned brew. "Where we put it, boy?" 
grunted Bubba. 
"The garage will be fine. Erik, Claud, could I have a 
word with you?" Mark said as the two followed Mark to 
the side yard. 
"What in hell is going on? Where did you find these two 
rednecks?" Mark asked as he watched them unload the beer. 
"They's OK. They showed us who really causes the 
strife in this here world," said Erik. "It's them Nigras," 
whispered Claud. "It all started in Egypt ... " 
"Where's Stacey?" asked Mark, not wanting to hear 
about Egypt. 
"She'll be along. Had to stop at the store for somethin'. 
Where's yo' daddy?" asked Claud. Tom, dressed as a monk, 
appeared from the house. Tom's hood caught Bubba's 
attention. 
"What klaven ya'll from, brother?" Bubba asked as he 
felt the cloth. 
"A man amiable in society shall be more friendly than 
a brother. Proverbs, 18:24," said Tom with a smile and 
upturned eyes. It was obvious he had not shaved (or bathed) 
in a week. 
"Uh huh. Well, let's get this gig cookin'!" said Bubba. 
By 2:30, the 'party' was in full swing. Stacey had shown 
up with her purchase from the store. It was a ballpeen 
hammer. After she had smashed all the bottles of alcohol 
in the house, including the rubbing alcohol and mouth- 
wash, she began to pound on the keg in the garage. BJ found 
that unfriendly and tied her to a tree where she espoused 
the evils of drink continuously to anyone within earshot. 
Linda's discussion with Bubba led to the agreement that 
it was the 'MALE Nigras' that had caused most of the 
world's ills. Claud and Erik sang along to the country 
music blaring from BJ's boom box. Tom blessed everyone. 
Shirley showed up around three with the entire male 
"Even as we speak," Mark said. 
A week before the picnic, Mark was sitting in his room 
wondering if he actually believed in the 'Wish Enhancer.' 
Moral implications aside, Shirley did seem 'satisfied' and 
she wasn't bothering him anymore. He decided to try it 
once more. 
Mark assumed the position in front of the machine and 
said, "Oh mighty ... whatever. Help Marty to achieve all of 
his monetary goals. He always seems so close to success. 
Let Erik and Claud find answers for their bigoted thinking. 
Let Stacey see how her drinking could soon kill her. Let 
dad lose his religious fears. And last but not least, let mom 
be a bit more assertive. June Cleaver only makes sense in 
reruns. Thanks, or Amen or something." 
He put the gizmo under the bed and went to sleep. He 
wondered if anyone had actually sent Brother Alphonse a 
million bucks. 
Later that week, Manin received a large contract as a 
sub- subcontractor from General Dynamics. Mark didn't 
attribute this to the 'Wish Enhancer' as Manin had been 
after this contract for two months and was sure his bid was 
the lowest. 
One night, Mark was watching television and his father 
was reading the paper. Linda walked into the room. Look- 
ing down at Tom, she said, "Eat cockroach excrement, 
worm brain!" Mark fell off the couch. Tom said, "A 
passionate man stirreth up strifes, he that is patient ap- 
peaseth those that are stirred up. Proverbs, 15; 18." He then 
went to a drawer and withdrew a votive candle, lit it, placed 
it on a table and resumed reading. Linda then said, "You'll 
get your own dinner. I'm going to a W AM meeting and 
then out with the girls. Any problem with that?" 
Tom put the paper down and said, "Of course not, my 
dear wife and sister. But what is this W AM business?" 
'"Women against Men.' Teaches about the male domi- 
natcd yoke of tyranny that has been imposed on us since 
time began. Only your muscles make you strong, testoster- 
one breath. We'll use our brains to rip away the false mantle 
of servitude that your kind have raped us with," the mom 
from hell said, hands on hips and fire in her eyes. Mark was 
still on the floor. 
Mark was afraid to invoke the 'Wish Enhancer' again. 
He obviously had screwed up big time and didn't wish to 
add to the trouble. He got up early on the Fourth and began 
to prepare the barbecue grill. He had just lit the charcoal 
when he heard a car pull in the drive. It was Manin in a 
new BMW. 
"Neat, Marty. But why, how ... " 
"That General Dynamics contract let to a whole new 
influx of business. I'm interfacing with a top man from a 
major domo corp. in a few ticks. I'm becoming relevant, 
brothertisirno." 
"Marty, your language and all of this new stuff! This 
isn't you. You were never a ... a ... yuppie!" 
"Hey, Markster! Go with the flow! Make it and burn 
it. Tell big daddy Tom-Tom I'll be back later." Just then, 
There were residual effects. Tom had the Reverend 
Johnston from the Community Church over to dinner a 
few times. Tom said he enjoyed playing chess with the 
Reverend, but they had, on occasion, some rather non- 
chess related discussions of a biblical nature. Mom still 
baked cookies, but she enrolled in some classes at Valley 
College and joined the Women's Voter League. Stacey 
stuck to small glasses of port. Erik and Claud still argued, 
but now it was if Sledge Slammer was a better man than 
Mustafa the Mangler on "TV Big Time 'Rassling." 
One night, Martin and Shirley showed up for a visit. 
They announced they were attempting a reconciliation. 
His business, though still profitable, had 'evened out.' 
"I always did love this big bastard," Shirley said as she 
grabbed Manin on the buns. 
Shirley was taking therapy with a female therapist to 
try to work on her ... aggressions. 
When they left for home, Shirley gave Mark a kiss 
WITHOUT TONGUE! Mark was impressed until later 
when he found his underwear drawer open, but none 
missing. A few more sessions with the shrink were defi- 
nitely indicated, but this was encouraging indeed. 
Mark lost his interest in radio. He bought an old 
television that he would take to college with him in the fall. 
He had to whack this and smack that and bend the antenna 
to get a picture. There seemed to be some interference. As 
he adjusted the rabbit ears he heard " ... and for only 
$99,995.00! That address again is 387 Logton Sr., Pinwheel, 
British Columbia. But hurry! The 'Dimensional Traveler' 
is a limited buy. Only seven made. Act today. Far out." 
Mark jiggled the antenna in time to see a hooded figure 
monk in the swirls. The smoke smelled of patchouli. Then 
it stopped smoking. Mark looked in the wastebaske~ to find 
only burnt circuits and fried chips. Some stuff sa~d 'Mo- 
torola' and some said 'Radio Shack,' but the device was 
totally destroyed. 
"But was my last wish granted?" Mark yelled into the 
wastebasket. "Alphonse, you weirdo! Did you grant my 
last wish?" Mark looked out the window. Beer cans and 
other garbage were all over the yard. 
"It DID happen! Nothing changed!" He lay on the bed, 
crying. 
The phone rang at about 8:00 the next morning. 
"Mark?" the voice said. Mark answered, "Dad?" 
"Son, I want you to get my checkbook out of the bureau 
drawer in our bedroom. Come down to the station and bail 
us out." 
"You're at ... ?" 
"City Jail, Mark. Just hurry down here and ... OK, your 
mother wants to say something." There was some commo- 
tion and then, "Marky? Marky, this is mom. Be careful 
driving down here." 
Marky! She said Marky! If any word in the world would 
have made Mark's heart sing and mind clear, it was 
'Marky.' It was over. 
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cast of "Oh, Calcutta!" which was making a revival in 
town. Martin came back and began handing out ten dollar 
bills to anyone who owned stock in or had ev~r h~ard of 
General Dynamics. As Mark watched from his window, 
his eyes welled up. Things had not quite worked out the 
way he had planned. 
At 2:00 a.m., the police came. It was inevitable. They 
told the cast to put their clothes on, Claud and Erik to t~ke 
their sheets off. Stacey, untied from the tree, made a beeline 
to the bathroom. Bubba and BJ were arrested on a warrant 
and the police pinched Martin for attempted bribery. Linda 
slugged a 'token of male decadence with a phallic symbol' 
(cop with a gun), and Shirley would answer charges of 
solicitation. Mark could visit Tom at the ward from 1:00 
to 3:00 on Sunday. 
Tricky business, this messing around with a person's 
perception of reality. Water will seek its own level ~nd 
people settle in on a way of life, a thou~ht process. w~1ch 
may be very different from the observer sway of thinking. 
'To each his own' and 'walk a mile in another's shoes' were 
phrases that came to Mark's mind. Mom might have been 
June Cleaver, but Beaver's mom with an ATTITUDE was 
ridiculous. Claud and Erik had been bigots, but they had 
never been militant bigots intent on physical harm to 
anyone except themselves. Tom feared organized ~NY- 
THING and religion had been an easy target. Even Shirley, 
as lecherous as she seemed to be, had never actually DONE 
anything to Mark or anyone else while she was married. 
She must have had infinite self control. ·A lot more self 
control than Mark, who couldn't resist 'helping' people to 
see the 'right' way, his right way. He placed his fingers o~ce 
more on the 'Wish Enhancer.' "I need one more wish. 
Please put everything back. I had no right to intrude on 
people's lives, people that I love and love me. It was all a 
mistake," Mark pleaded with tears in his eyes. No sound 
or movement came from the machine. 
"Do you hear me?!" Mark screamed at the black box. 
"Please hear me!" He put his face close to the box. "God, 
please hear me!" 
"Hello, dude," said the box. For the second time in a 
week, Mark fell off a chair and landed on the floor. 
"What? Who? God? Is it ... " Mark sputtered. 
"This is yer ol' buddy, Brother Alphonse," said the box. 
"Hope you had a far out time with the 'Wish Enhancer' 
'cuz time's up, man!" But hey, we got lots more toys for 
you to play with here at the Metaphysical Monastery. The 
Florida address will change soon as the MAN sometimes 
takes a dim view of our endeavors, but watch for our 
advenising. We want to keep YOU as a satisfied customer. 
Gotta split now as we can only fit in a tiny disk for this 
recording. And, ahem, 'the Secretary will disavow any 
knowledge of your actions. Good luck, Mr. Phelps. This 
tape will self-destruct in ten seconds.' Ha, ha! Hee, heel I 
used to love that show! Far out!" There was more laughter 
and then the 'Wish Enhancer' began to smoke. Mark 
knocked it into the wastebasket. As the smoke rose to the 
ceiling, Mark could just make out the figure of a hooded 
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his tricks aside and spoke from a clear and honest heart. He 
counseled: "People, if you will remember these simple 
things; the cottonwood tree, the flowing stream, the an- 
cient rock of deep earth, and all our relations in the many 
walks of life; a day will come when balance will return. 
Until then, remember and hold on to what has always 
mattered, from the beginning of life to this very hour." 
Now, among those who know this story, some wait in 
an aura of fire, and their prayers are like a red path encir- 
cling the heart. Others dance, and their souls are like winds, 
undulating over the green and shadowed hills. Most potent 
of all are the quiet watchers, whose eyes are like eagles' eyes 
and whose determination is one with the slow, trustworthy 
Inktorni, the spiderman, visited the tribes of the North- 
ern Great Plains. Each time descending from the sky on a 
silken thread, he brought a message of desolation to the 
Arapaho, the Blackfeet, the Crow, the Cheyenne, the · 
Lakota. Each time, Inkto told the people, "Changes are 
coming, a harsh time, and the earth will suffer. Her oldest 
children will cry out in pain." Each time, Inkto looked 
around and spoke: "Remember the cottonwood growing 
here by the stream. The tree is like each of you. The roots 
hold the earth, while the branches reach toward the sun. 
Remember the rock, standing there on the open ground. 
An ancient friend, strong and tenacious." 
Even though Inktorni was a trickster, this time he put 
from a traditional Native American story 
by David Sparenberg 
INKTEBffil'S ffiESSAGE 
Azure shards of pottery lie deep where the sea-crabs play, 
I swim giddy casting nets through the mud of centuries, 
Memory becomes dreamtime dredging up the lost cities of yesteryear, 
broken relics of clay and marble peek through coraled mud, 
Science was an arcane mystery then, a blind master now, 
but the Gardens of History flowered in careless glory, 
Centuries built and burned their Labyrinth of secrets 
into the weeds of myth and legend, 
Kings and beggars screamed in turn their wares- 
a politics of babble from Atlantis to old Rome, 
Myriads of gods and heroes argued and fought-lost in endless whirl, 
But Oceans and heavens endure, bitter-pure like the dreams of Man. 
by Thomas M. Egan 
ONCE uroN fl TIME ... 
from his memory the events of the last month? What could 
he do to just lead a normal life? 
What was that address again? 
fading out, flashing a 'peace' sign with his fingers. 
Mark fell into a chair. Another Alphonse pirate com- 
mercial! What could he do to rid himself of the vision of 
this strange wizard, Alphonse? What could he do to strip 
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Roamed with Ran to rend a dragon, 
Long laughed loud jeers 
At mighty men their maids never 
Would welcome warm and winningly home. 
The piney peaks she pined for strong, 
Where first she felt the fiery sun, 
Where last she lived a life of joy, 
The much-missed mountains of home. 
With watery waves wove she by day, 
Niord's net-knotting daughters. 
With women wily washed she by night, 
Niord's nine naughty daughters. 
The craigs and cliffs, kestrel-perches, 
The spire-spears, sprite's castles, 
The groves of granite growing high, 
The meager meadows, less milch than stone, 
To the ocean the icequeen overland went, 
Merged at the margin of her married estate 
With the salty sea as the sun looked on. 
Her tears tended trees of kelp. 
On land to lie and live all winter, 
On rock and rowan resting, as ice 
Spread, for spring to spring her up 
Waiting wan and wantingly. 
So fair of foot he fooled the snowmaid, 
Niord named, not Baldur, 
The gods' game gave to her. 
The sun she sought, the sea she found. 
Just one jutting jewelled place, 
In all the upper air was there, 
Could Skadi skiff with skill and luck, 
As crystal cloud keeping whole, 
The gardened game-field the gods had made, 
Where spirits spent in sport were happy. 
A new game now, to net a husband, 
Devised they very valiantly. 
Sailed from sea to sundrenched air. 
Yet the young god yearned she for 
Too high held his head so bright 
For a foamy flying maid. 
To marry the man, from her mountain home. 
He unfroze the face of her eyrie white, 
Melrwater he made her, merry on stones, 
Leaping laughing to the land below: 
For Baldur abandoned the briny sea, 
For Baldur broke in breakers white, 
For Baldur bent her body up, 
Climbing coastal cliffs as fog, 
Down the deep snow-drowned ravines, 
White-hot, whelming, whispering secrets. 
She melted, and mickle and mild she found him. 
So fair his fire she fain would go, 
But said she, "Sundered from the sun forever? 
No more!" As mist, from her marriage-bed 
At Ran's rim, she rose and flew, 
Glad of a gull's gift of flight, 
All the east was aught but gold, 
Blue below, the boss-shield snow, 
Was Skadi. Sky-scattered clouds 
Burned as beauty blazed forth 
She tried to tear her tears away 
In making men meet their deaths, 
A special sport a sport to forget, 
From Baldur's bright beauty hiding. 
Skadi scried the sky one day. 
Blue was Baldur's beckoning eye, 
Yellow as yew-wood the young god's hair, 
The clouds that covered the coming sun. 
by Erin Lale 
SK.ADI: WATER CYCLE 
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ally or professionally elsewhere. Her story bas much to 
recommend it, but I assume she sent it to Mythic Circle 
because she wanted demanding and picayune criticism. So 
here goes. The use of the term "Lutherum" for the evil, 
male chauvinist god disrupted my belief in the subcreated 
world; it drew me back abruptly into the real world and its 
troubles and made me angry at the author for what seemed 
to be a cheap shot. 
Also, my imagination would have been more captivated 
by the story if the struggle between good and evil within 
it had been more subtle. I don't mind if the protagonist is 
really good and the antagonist is really evil; in fact, I like 
stories that way. But it's different with clashes between 
whole societies. It is true, of course, that the worshippers 
of the Goddess and Her Son don't come off all that well. 
If the worshippers of Lutherum had been less uniformly 
wicked and treacherous and their policies less uniformly 
detrimental to the culture; if they'd had an idea or two that 
might have worked in the hands of a sincere person; if 
they'd had other strategies in addition to threats and tor- 
ture to bring about conversions, the story would have 
impressed me more. 
C.R. Schabel's "The Last Paragraph" was well written 
and held my interest. I liked the way the psychiatric 
hospital setting was justified; "All non-homeowners with- 
out valid Blue-Cross cards were automatically transferred 
to the County General Psychiatric regardless of their true 
mental state. In order to be eligible for care, however, a 
patient needed a psychiatric disorder. Consequently CCP's 
infirmary (its largest ward) was occupied with manic-de- 
pressives treated for acute appendicitis, schizophrenics 
choked with pneumonia, or even paranoids in advanced 
labor." I don't know whether this is based on real life or 
not, but it has a horrible aura of authenticity to it. 
I don't know whether I could quite believe Mr. Samuel- 
son's exaggerated courtliness. I'm also not sure how much 
we are to admire or sympathize with him. His violent 
fantasies about threatening editors, burning down book- 
stores, and shooting a "successful" author during a signing 
suggest a man with a weak imagination, since a person with 
normal intelligence could surely see that burning book- 
stores would solve nothing, editors can't publish what they 
don't think will sell, and even "successful" writers have 
problems of their own. 
The girl in the coma, Mr. Samuelson's decision to read 
his stories to her, and the form they took in her imagination 
were wonderfully described. I didn't find it a satisfactory 
resolution to have Mr. Samuelson leave just when the girl 
was awake and calling for him. Now could I accept that he 
would still carry the stories around and yet fail to send them 
out for fear of another rejection. I understand that the story 
needs a resolution beyond mere wish fulfillment, but I 
don't think that was it. Perhaps he could have talked to the 
girl once or twice and encouraged her in her own writing. 
Perhaps he could have come back to the hospital and read 
to more patients in comas. 
~ .·njoyed the humorous treatment of sorcery in "Dou- 
ble Take," but the ending seemed to tame and indefinite, 
Dear Editors- 
1' m sorry I missed writing a LOC for the last issue. I've 
finished #16. "Saint Tiffany and the Dragon" was my 
favorite. It was beautifully written and had a touching end. 
However, I did keep wondering why Tiffany didn't start 
out by asking for advice. 
"The White Geese" by D. Lynn Smith is another fine 
story, touching and well written. I had some trouble with 
the timing, though, and the symbolism. I understood that 
the seven geese represented the seven children, and that the 
kindly old woman knew that it was necessary for the 
children to grow up and leave her, going where she could 
not follow. Also she would die some day, probably before 
them. 
But seven years seems a brief time for all this to happen. 
If the children don't actually commit suicide {and they 
seem too full of hope for that) it's hard to understand why 
they couldn't write every now and then or come back for 
an occasional visit. There is a strong suggestion that the 
narrator is going to die at the end, but if going away with 
the geese represents going away with the children, then 
they all had to die before her. This seems a sad overthrow 
of all her efforts on their behalf. 
"Tying up the World" had an amusing concept and 
some hilarious moments. But I was unable to believe, 
really, that this enormous boondoggle would only distract 
people from antisocial activities and not important ones. 
Janet P. Reedman, author of "The Sorceress of the 
Slums," is a talented storyteller who, as I understand it, not 
only edits her own 'zine but has published semi-profession- 
JLIETTIE~§ (()) lF 
CC((J)MMIEN"'lr 
Tina Cooper and C.I.S. Lowentrout 
Welcome, everyone, to issue number eighteen of The 
Mythic Circle. Lots of excellent poetry this time out-we're 
looking forward to seeing your responses. 
Speaking of which, we want to thank you for your 
letters of comment with respect to the last issue. Many of 
you took the trouble to send in detailed, careful, sensitive 
critiques of the stories and of the magazine in general, and 
we are very appreciative. Our writers need to hear how you 
respond to their work. Further, many of your letters are 
thought-provoking in themselves; witness Charles de 
Lint's enlightening analysis of the writing process in his 
letter below. Please continue to let us hear from you! 
We hope you had a heartwarming holiday season, and 
our best wishes go with you in this the new year. 
IE JIJ> JIT((J) ~lIAJL 
Dear Editors- 
Thanks for the most recent issue of The Mythic Circle. 
I was interested in C.I.S. Lowentrout's theory on the 
groups that writers can be divided into (visual, literate, and 
those that combine the two.) I hadn't quite thought of it 
along those lines before, but it certainly makes sense. And 
writers who fall into either of the first two groups should 
certainly be commended for trying to master the skills of 
the group they're not in. Unfortunately, it seems that it's 
usually the visual writers who make the effort, although 
any writers who doesn't try to push his or her abilities to 
the maximum each time out, is only coasting. In the end 
they'll hurt only themselves, when eventually their read- 
ership drops them and goes looking for the new flavour of 
the month. 
I remember thinking, when I first got into writing 
fiction, that yes, inspiration certainly plays its part, but to 
maintain that inspiration over the course of a novel wasn't 
really practical. Or possible. I thought that craft would get 
one through and the longer one had worked, the more one 
"practiced" and produced a body of work, the easier it 
would get. 
Doesn't work that way-at least not for me. I soon 
discovered that the larger a body of work I had, the more 
I have to push myself on each subsequent story or novel; 
that it actually gets harder each time out. It's not just a 
matter of continually honing one's skills and learning 
different ways to tell a story. There's also the problem of 
having covered certain plots, themes and the like in pre- 
vious work and it's always time to move on. 
But if it was easy, why would we be doing it? 
I've gotten off track, somewhat. Let me close by saying 
Thanks, Brum. Every now and then CISL and I peer at 
each other across the mounds of MC work and ask, 'should we 
go on doing this?' Letters like these keep us going.·· TC 
Brian Skinner 
Chicago, Illinois 
concentrate in one area or the other, but you've success- 
fully given the reader both. 
In the same way, you've presented work of substantial 
content while paying nearly equal attention to the details 
of aesthetics. I refer to the layout as well as the artwork. 
Tbe Mythic Circle is worth reading and readable at the same 
time. The artwork was, of course, stunning- throughout. 
My thanks to Tim Callahan for the wonderful illustration 
that accompanied my story. It was not far from the image 
that formed in my mind as I wrote "A her the Long Night." 
I can assure you that my contributor copy will be 
getting plenty of exposure among the editors and writers 
with whom I stay in touch .... 
You've produced a magazine you can be proud of, and 
I wish you continued success in all your endeavors, but 
especially the mythic ones. 
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Dear Editors- 
My thanks to you for including my work in issue 1117. 
It was an honor to be counted among the pages ... 
You've managed to present an eclectic mix of work in 
a way that also has a focus. Most magazines seem to 
Critiques Like these really help our authors. Thanks, 
Gwenyth. I felt sorry for poor Mr. Samuelson, too. Maybe he 
could 'cross ouer's-uanish from the city streets to find himself 
embodied in one of the girl's renderings of his stories, perhaps 
as a happy and extremely successful minstrel. We'll Look for· 
ward to hearing what you thought of issue 1117.-TC 
Gwenyth Hood 
Huntington, West Virginia 
somehow. 
Thank you, Mary Edith Bridges, for your kind words 
on The Coming of the Demons. I did write a sequel and have 
tried to publish it without success. I hope that I may 
succeed some day. 
Regarding the ongoing controversy on my "Christo- 
pher Columbus" poem; I have no objection to your keep- 
ing it going as long as you find it interesting. One thing I 
must add, though; it is untrue, as a matter of fact, that I 
never thought of denouncing Columbus as the harbinger 
of a Western colonialism. It is also false that I was taught 
to regard him as a hero in school. On the contrary, I was 
taught to regard him as an impractical madman who ran 
after a dream that destroyed his life. The textbooks did not, 
indeed, teach me to hold Columbus personally responsible 
for everything the Europeans did in the Americas; indeed, 
I came away with the impression that Europeans now had 
the wherewithal to find their way to the Americas and were 
bound to do it soon. If Columbus had not done it when he 
did, it wouldn't have been too long before someone else 
did. So no, I wasn't taught to think that if Columbus had 
stayed at home, the indigenous American cultures would 
have remained forever unmolested. 
In the poem, I thought I was trying to say that Colum- 
bus, in his persistence in seeking for his vision, represented 
a quality that human society needs and which I had to 
admire in spite of its {apparently) disastrous consequences. 
It was not an unusual or earthshaking insight, but I came 
to it by myself and not without pain. If Charles de Lint 
considers this insight disastrous and expression of it mor- 
ally reprehensible, that is his right. I merely repeat: it is 
false, as a matter of fact, that it didn't occur to me to 
denounce Columbus as the first of many explorers who 
opened the Americas to short-sighted, greedy, wicked, 
arrogant destroyers of indigenous cultures. It was simply 
impossible to express that insight and the one I did express 
in the same relatively short lyric poem. Or if it was possi- 
ble, I lacked the genius to do so. 
Congratulations on another fine issue. I look forward 
to the next. 
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Dear Editors- 
First, a short diatribe. Mr. Egan, in response to your 
assertion that Baldr is "the only Norse god a decent person 
can admire," perhaps you would like to do without the 
yearly rains (Thor), without wheat (Sif), without written 
communication (Odin), without law (Tyr), without the 
world itself (Freya). The Norse myths are myths, not tales 
of human heroes. The Aesir and Vanir are not characters 
akin to Captain Kirk, who just went around having adven- 
tures-they are the farces that govern the universe, and their 
stories are symbolic representations of those forces. Baldr 
is a type of Summer King whose death at the hands of his 
brother ushers in the barren winter. He is Persephone. He 
is John Barleycorn. He is-and probably you know this 
already, as you referred to him as Christlike-the Sacrificed 
God. Baldr, so the legend goes, will return at the time of 
Ragnarok. The parallels go on, but I'll end this before it 
becomes a thesis. P.S., yes, "Dark Elves" is a more correct 
translation of O.N. svarta/far than is "Dwarves," abso- 
Thank you for the detailed critique! I'm sure Mr. Houarner 
will appreciate it.-TC 
Jane M. H. Bigelow 
Denver, Colorado 
possible, particularly since Houarner has provided a his- 
tory for the current ritual which is somewhat cooperative. 
I can't believe that the changes would happen that quickly 
or that easily! Most people resist change most of the ti.me. 
Societies that are already in a somewhat precarious posi- 
tion, as this one seems to be, resist it particularly strongly; 
they don't need any additional risks. Would any village 
really all hang around as a dragon strolls into town? 
Wouldn't they be likelier to run screaming, or shove some 
young would-be hero out there to slay the dragon? These 
people are acting rationally. They're thinking first and 
acting later. Maybe I'm being a sour middle- aged cynic, but 
I'd like to see some reason for this unusual degree of 
intelligence. 
I'd like to know more about Saille. Perhaps Saille is 
simply too emotionally exhausted to scream as the dragon 
demands, but Houarner gives the impression that she is 
deliberately restraining herself. Why? And where does she 
find the strength? This is quite a formidable maiden we 
have here. 
The story would be more believable if there were a few 
false steps along the way to the happy ending. When Saille 
says, "Let's pretend we're married," the dragon might well 
be inspired to consider a light snack. Saille might have to 
do some fancy dodging before managing to talk him out of 
that. The exact mechanics of providing more dramatic 
tension have to be the author's choice, of course. 
The hints of dragon ecology and life cycle are tanta- 
lizing. I hope Houarner will do some more with this story. 
With thanks for another interesting issue. 
Dear Editors- 
! approach dragon stories almost as warily as people in 
them approach dragons: it's so difficult for a writer to find 
anything at all new on that subject. Gerard Daniel 
Houarner has managed to do so. Now I hope he'll go back 
and give the idea the deeper development it needs to come 
to life. 
Having the dragon and the maiden, and later the two 
of them and her whole village, reach a cooperative arrange- 




A quick letter this round, to tell you how much I 
enjoyed the recent MYTIDC CIR.CLE. I was particularly 
impressed with the overall placement of the stories. Each 
piece seemed stronger than the last, and ended on a very 
strong note. Those last two or three stories read better to 
me than the last few issues of SCIENCE FICTION AND 
FANTASY MAGAZINE. Amazing that I have not en- 
countered the authors in the professional realm. 
On a less fulsome note, there was the artwork. Well, 
one piece, really. I love the rest of the art-that cover was 
glorious! But I was really disappointed to see Douglas 
Rossman's story accompanied by a piece of work that is 
frankly amateurish. His prose is so strong, and his work so 
evocative, it was especially jarring to see it paired with 
something that -took away- from the atmosphere, did not 
add to it. I did note that the artist has the same last name - 
did he let one of his family members illustrate the story? 
(In which case I withdraw my criticism, and offer my praise 
for his thoughtfulness on behalf of his daughter or niece or 
whatever.) 
That sour note aside, I commend your continued ef- 
forts, and look forward to the next issue. 
And we appreciate your participation, Charles. Thanks for 
your continuing comments on our stories and your obsero«: 
tions on the nature of writing. I have often thought that writing 
is something of a paradox --so often it begins in inspiration, 
free of conscious control=yet it requires the most careful control 
to bring it to itsfinalform.--TC 
Charles de Lint 
Ottawa, Canada 
that this issue was the usual delightful medley of polished 
pieces and those that are still a little rough around the edges, 
but no less charming for that. I have to commend you yet 
again for providing this forum for the writers you publish, 
a place where they can see their work in print and get 
feedback on it that, happily with your letter-writers, seems 
offered in the spirit of helpfulness, rather than malicious- 
ness. 
Hey, we love LOCS like this. Detailed, story-by-story 
analysis is just our cup of tea. Thanks for sending it, and feel 
free to send many more! Regarding "Saucepan Tales by Cellar- 
Light, "the horrific element made me feel a little queasy, too; 
but the texture of the narrator's language was so dense, so 
Erin Lale 
Sonoma, California 
point's not overdone. I also like the illo for this. 
"Saucepan Tales by Cellarlight"-1 just couldn't read 
this one, I'm not sure why. I got two paragraphs in, my lip 
snarling further and further into an expression of total 
distaste, and put it down. I can't figure out what exactly 
caused that reaction; there was just something horrific 
about it that I couldn't stomach. 
"In Alahiyi"-is this a translation? Whether it is or not, 
it certainly captures the spirit of Tsalagi poetry. (Writing 
as someone who is of the aniyunwiya and speaks a little 
Tsalagi.) 
"Wandering Voices"-this story evokes the reader's 
sympathy for the characters without ever getting trite, and 
handles the ghost-lover idea the same way. It is nearly as 
distilled as poetry, packing a lot of story into a small space, 
but is never confusing. 
"Wiggly Dreams"-Mr. Wilson (Ms. Garrison?··TQ 
gives just the right twist to make the old propriation-of-de- 
mons plot fresh again. I'm curious about why the "It" is 
called a Voydanyoi, though. Why is a Russian monster 
haunting an American or British house? How did it get 
there? And how on Earth did a creature of the folktales of 
a people that didn't know Christianity until the Middle 
Ages and certainly were never exposed to Witchcraft (in 
the sense of a British religion or of the perversion that 
Christian Devil-worshippers made out of it) ever hear of a 
pentagram? Perhaps it would be better just to call it "It." 
"After the Long Night"-a good story. Naming the 
characters of the women Demi (- Demeter) and Sephie (- 
Persephone) seems just a little obvious, though. And I 
would have preferred that the explanation be left out; by 
the time we are told the characters' full names we've already 
figured it out. 
"Towards the True Country"-! really liked this once it 
got going, but I got impatient with the beating-around-the- 
bush at first and so I scanned the story until I got to the 
part where the Lady dances with Winston and reprimands 
the protagonist. 
"Gypsy Melody" -well, I've never much cared for free 
verse, and throwing in whole sentences in foreign languages 
has always seemed to me a conceit. There's some promise 
here, though, in that this isn't just full of worn-out themes, 
like so many things today, presented in worn-out ways. 
Instead it seems to play counterpoint to those well-recog- 
nized elements that comprise it. Or perhaps I'm reading 
too much into it. 
Well, this concludes the LOC of Enormous Size. 
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lutely right. 
OK, on to comments on the contents of 1117. I loved 
Paul Edwin Zimmer's "The Person from Porlock." It seems 
you've learned the person's lesson of brevity yourself-if I 
can judge not only by this one but by the poems I'm 
running in Berserkrgangr 113 as well (at the printer's as I 
write this.) (By the way, everyone, my current guidelines 
call for longer stories than originally reported in my letter 
in issue 1117, as I've gone to full-format.) My mom, who is 
a Coleridge scholar, laughed out loud, and exclaimed 
"What a good poet! He's SOMETHIN'!• 
"Let's Pretend We're Married"-an interesting twist on 
the dragon's bride story. 
"Be Careful Around Mary Alice" was too predictable; 
a "be careful what you wish for, you may get it" story has 
to have something else in with it to give it some zip, or at 
least has to deal with the existential consequences of such 
an ability-namely that Mary Alice could possibly take 
away all the pain and death and lack in the world, but the 
thought never occurs to her or to anyone else in the story. 
How would someone deal emotionally with godlike 
power? And speaking of emotions, where are Mary Alice's 
after she kills her husband? Surely anger and boredom are 
not the only strong feelings of which she is capable! Is Mary 
Alice a religious person, and if so, how does this affect her 
relationship with her God(s/ ess)? Or if not, how does she 
explain this magic to herself? A premise like this is an 
opportunity to explore Big Questions; many people-my- 
self obviously included-read and write fantasy and science 
fiction not only for a good read but also because these are 
the only genres in modern literature in which the writer- 
to-reader covenant includes Big Questions. (It was, after all, 
actually H.G. Wells, not Eleanor Roosevelt, who wrote 
what became the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. I'm sure no one could picture Danielle Steele doing 
that!) OK, I will get off my high horse (high fantasy horse?) 
now. 
"The Gift"-there is a richness of subtext about this 
story that is very Tolkienish. The allusions to Norse my- 
thology are right-on-target, and the meeting with the otter- 
spirit had the feel of true magic. Also it is a smashing-good 
tale! How many, I wonder, even of the great heroes of 
literature would walk alone and unarmed into a dragon's 
lair for the sake of a husband? I'd love to hear more about 
Y rsa in future stories. 
"Jogging the Moonbelly"-huh? I realize I'm not sup- 
posed to understand the peculiar slang, but I don't under- 
stand the plot, either. 
"A New Angle"-this one's pretty fun, but it leaves me 
wondering why the aliens or whoever it is are interested in 
people who are eating. How come, huh? 
"Leading Roles" -I like it. I always enjoy a good AD&D- 
character-finds- out-what-he-is story, and this one is done 
well and with a spare elegance. Whole novels have been 
written to accomplish what takes this story two pages. 
"The Ruby"-! really like this story. It's refreshing to 
see a story with a point to it, especially one where the 
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These are the magi! Phantasms 
offering their wisdom 
to the child within. 
Their minds have captured 
the deep 
ecology of evolution; 
their bodies are distillations 
of human sojourns. 
The elders know us. 
They look back with eyes 




than El Greco's magic 
they shine with the light 
of blackness, arching 
over carved sticks 
of tribal memories. 
Edged 
with ribbon colors of earth ages 
ringlets of beard catch 
the flaming stars, the mists 
of emerald deltas, silhouettes 
of buttes and mountains. 
When I shut my eyes 
I envision these old men of Africa. 
They have become moon's shadow. Moon 
has become a web 
in their sparse, ebony hair. 
by David Sparenberg 
Joan Marie Verba 
Minnetonka, Minnesota 
something more than the one fantastic phenomenon. 
And that, I suppose, is why I haven't written lately. 
By the way, you do feature some extraordinary cover 
art. The importance of a good cover cannot be overempha- 
sized. 
Dear Editors- 
! noted in Mythic Circle 1117 that you wondered why 
more readers didn't write in with their analysis of stories. 
I can think of some reasons. First, for any publication, only 
a fraction of readers respond. This figure averages between 
three and ten per cent. Second, many readers are generally 
unanalytical about what they read. They can only say they 
enjoyed a story or didn't, but they are at a loss to explain 
why. Third, some hesitate to send in letters for fear of 
looking foolish in public, or of hurting the writer's feelings 
with a criticism (some people don't take the most construc- 
tive of comments well.) 
As to why I, personally, haven't sent in a letter of 
comment for a year or so is that I haven't had any strong 
feelings about any story lately. They haven't been extraor- 
dinarily good or extraordinarily bad, and I find it difficult 
to comment on a lukewarm reaction. After I read your 
editorial, however, I tried to pay attention, and I find that, 
at least in issue 1117, there were some common errors. 
The main error I found was too much detail. In particu- 
lar, too much "setting the scene" and not enough "estab- 
lishing the story conflict." For instance, "After the Long 
Night," didn't really begin until the sixth paragraph, and 
"Towards the True Country" didn't really begin until the 
fourth. {Both stories were interesting once they got started, 
though.) Those opening paragraphs could have been sum- 
marized in a couple of sentences. In a short story, the writer 
must say something really interesting on the first manu- 
script page, or the reader gets bored. Similarly, a lot of what 
might be otherwise interesting stories dragged- -again, be- 
cause of too much unnecessary detail within them. "The 
Gift" (Hi, Doug!) was highly entertaining, but would have 
been more so with some editorial tightening. Douglas 
Rossman, professional oral storyteller, obviously has a 
good, well-developed style, however. Then there were 
simple "wonder tales" with not much more than the won- 
derto them. ("Be Careful Around Mary Alice" and" A New 
Angle" for example.) I find such stories a bit thin, I want 
lyrical, so comic, that it lifted me from queasiness to admira- 
tion. The language crosses ooer to poetry and, for me, makes 
the piece. As to "Be Careful A round Mary Alice, "while I agree 
that one of the most attractive things about fantasy is the 
authors' ability/willingness to tackle the big questions, I don't 
think every story can accommodate that. Mary Alice is essen- 
tially a rather trivial, crabbed character, who probably never 
considered a big question in her life and isn't about to start 
now; instead, she retreats in fear and huddles in her house. 
Maybe it isn't what we would want to see her do, but to me it 
seems true to the character and the tow of the story-TC 
And so it was there that I found her. Following a trail 
among the coral branches, like a trail carved from animal 
troddings in the forest, I followed it into what I can only 
describe as a meadow of seaweed spanning out far into the 
deeper, darker ocean. And on my left, a cave stood within 
the coral confines, the coral forest, the mountains. I looked 
in them, over and through them. Inside a cave formed in 
the coral, something moved, something wavered. A flash 
of silver. A whipping of tail. Was there a fish so large so 
near the shore? I had to see. I swam, ignoring the pressure 
in my lungs to burst, ignoring the pain in my head scream- 
ing for oxygen. 
There she was, there I found her. Beautiful as the old 
sailors described in the myths and tales printed on the 
yellow leaves of a book I'd found in the Ruins some three 
years ago. 
Underwater current swept into the cave and out again 
giving her hair a sense of motion, of life-a bleached-green 
life. And although her hair was green, the underwater 
shimmered and breathed luster into the hair. It swayed to 
the same beat as the seaweed. I watched, fascinated ... and 
then she moved. 
I don't know what scared me. I told myself that I needed 
the oxygen; I needed to come up for air. So I kicked up to 
the surface. Something in her form, maybe. Something 
from the myths. Maybe I'd put too much faith in the tales 
of drunken and lusty sailors who blamed women of the sea 
for their shipwrecks in shallow waters. But, still, I was 
scared. 
I swam ashore and tossed my chilled and wrinkled flesh 
on the sun-baked sand. My lungs heaved, gasping at air like 
a fish out of water. 
When I had composed myself, I walked back to the hut. 
The smell of rice welcomed me. Father was bent over a 
small pot sniffing the rice. Without looking up, he asked: 




Father looked up now. He wore the same dispassionate, 
bearded face he always wore-something akin to confusion 
and mirth, but his tone was quite mirthless. 
"Why do you swim every morning? You never get 
fish." 
"The fish are too beautiful to kill. They are from the 
heavens. Blacksmiths of the gods have fashioned their 
bodies from silver, and the gods put them there in the 
twilight underwater." 
Father cocked his head. "You read too much." He 
pulled the pot off the fire and set it in the sand. "You cannot 
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Every morning at dawn I dove. Into the sea. My back- 
yard ... 
And swam. 
I swam the ocean. I ran from the thatched hut to the 
shore; sand flew up behind me. I ran because there was 
nothing like the underwater at twilight. Colors weren't the 
same. They were deeper, richer, fuller. Sea creatures came 
alive ... 
Magic rolled in with the twilight. I had tried to show 
Father what I saw there in the ocean: I'd found a conch 
shell glimmering pink and pearl in the underwater, but 
when I brought it up to him, the magic had gone. It was 
only at twilight, in the undulating, shimmering waves of 
the underwater, that the world revealed its most secret 
beauty. 
It was a game I had played. To breathe. Breathing was 
a game. How long could I hold my breath? When I first 
began diving, I could only hold it for half a minute. Then 
a minute. Then two. Then three ... No one told me you got 
brain damage if you held your breath for more than five 
minutes underwater, so I swam on: for six, seven and eight 
minutes without a breath. I didn't want to waste the minute 
it took to swim up for a breath and back down again. 
Twilight didn't last that long. 
Father used to laugh and say I already had brain damage. 
That explained my hallucinations, he said. But they weren't 
hallucinations. It was all very real. I saw them: 
The clams opened wide silent mouths as though whis- 
pering secrets of sunken cities lost that could only be 
whispered during the twilight. And the crabs, in their 
sandy arenas, shuttled across the sea bottom-their claws 
dashing together in mock-duels to the unseen audiences 
staring down from rocky seats in the coliseum stands 
above. And sea horses, arrayed in gallant royal colors, 
flic~ered their fins across the ocean floor, coalescing and 
arcing out elegant patterns, patterns much more intricate 
than those V-shapes the geese formed flying south in the 
autumn months. And I saw her. She was real. Because I.. .I 
touched her. 
I explored the blue underwater. Rippled sand and bits 
of shell covered the first hundred feet of the ocean bottom 
then the bottom dipped, dropping several feet down to 
coral mountains, vast fields of seaweed, and caves of lurking 
predators. 
The water was so dear. I could see ten, maybe twenty 
feet before me. Even during the twilight! Each day I forced 
myself to go a little farther, hold my breath longer, and see 
more of the world in the underwater-see more caves, 
manta rays, jelly fish, and hammerheads, more crabs in 
battle and dams speaking silent mysteries-so much more 
than land could ever offer. 
UNDER BLUE SKIES 
by TrentM. Walters 
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I awoke to the soft crunch of sand approaching unstead- 
ily, unmeasured. I heard Father's grunt as he fell on a 
blanket beside mine. The constellations were out in absurd 
patterns. A steady breeze brushed my cheeks and stirred 
the leaves of the palm trees beyond the rattling sea oats. 
them this morning coming up for breath. 
·what-where do you think-?" Father asked. 
Without even realizing what I'd done, I dove in. Kick- 
ing, pushing myself down deep into the dark blue under- 
water, I scattered a school of fish. The bottom rose up to 
meet me. There was the meadow, the seaweed and the 
coral. I skirted the edge of jagged coral walls searching, 
scanning for that opening in the coral, that flash of silver, 
the tail, the woman of bleach-green hair ... but I could not 
find her. The water seemed oppressive. The pressure on my 
ears was strangely painful. 
I didn't know how long I was underwater, but it must 
have been quite a while since by the time I'd come up, 
Father had already rowed ashore. 
I was still wet and panting when I came home. Father 
had his market clothes on: a mint-green blouse and short 
pants and the shoes with the long, muddy-white strings 
laced up in a bow. He looked like a ragged doll. 
"Are you going to the market, Father?" 
He tightened the strings and tied them in a double knot. 
"Father?" 
He finished and dusted off his clothes. 
"Do you want me to carry the lobster?" I said, reaching 
to grab the pail beside his foot. 
He snatched the pail away before I could touch it. He 
began to walk towards the village. 
"Father, your ... your heart-the doctor wouldn't, you 
know what he would say, you know what Mother would 
say ... " 
He turned around just before he reached where the sea 
oats grew, and he and the oats wavered there in the heat, 
swaying, blown by the breeze coming in from the ocean. 
"Do not go into the underwater tomorrow. Or ... or ... " And 
he turned around and left for the village. 
I did nothing that afternoon. I didn't even enter the 
water for fear that Father might come home and find my 
skin still damp and accuse me of returning to the ... under- 
water. I dragged my fingers through the sand and drew 
three rows around my body. How could he refuse me what 
I loved most? And though I loved the underwater, I loved 
my father too and couldn't risk getting caught. I completed 
the circle of rows around me. I couldn't risk leaving him; 
his heart .. .I could never leave Father ... could I? 
I walked out of the circles to the edge of the ocean 
stepping on the white, foamy bubbles washed upon the 
shore. I crushed the white foam. They were cities. I rolled 
over them with my body, but there were too many of them 
and the sea kept bringing in more with every wave. I gave 
up. The sun had fallen and I was exhausted. Father still had 
not returned. I fell asleep. 
raise a family on twilight. The underwater is for work. The 
gods put it there so that we may eat. Fish are for eating." 
I looked back out at the rising sun now more than a 
hand high and at the waves slapping at the shore. "I'm 
sorry, Father." 
He nodded. "We will try to catch fish this afternoon. 
You need to learn your trade, or you will never get mar- 
ried." 
I nodded, still looking at the sea. I didn't want to tell 
him that women dido 't interest me. At least, I thought they 
didn't. All the girls in the village cared only for the beauty 
of their clothes and for Ngagy whose father collected pearls 
and sold them to the Foam Cities many miles inland. 
Ngagy was important. His father was important; he 
brought many new wonders to the village. Things that 
didn't interest me, like the metal creature that flew through 
the air as a bird does but without flapping his wings. And 
the box that produced a glass of water on hot, muggy days. 
I was not impressed, but the women were. Women loved 
Ngagy. 
I watched Father dish out steaming rice into ceramic 
bowls with a wooden spoon. He handed me a bowl. I 
breathed deep and filled my lungs with the scent. It felt 
good; my lungs still ached from the chill of the water. I 
dipped my hand into the bowl, scooped out the rice, and 
dropped the sticky, white masses into my mouth. The rice 
grains melted on my tongue. We didn't need seaweed, no 
fish for this rice. 
"I have changed my mind. We will go out this morn- 
ing," said Father, staring down my protest before it formed 
on my lips. "What else do you have to do?" 
I said nothing. I ate my rice. 
We had not caught fish for three days. We had nothing 
to sell to the market. Finding pearls for Ngagy's father was 
always a possibility but a possibility we tried not to think 
of. They paid poorly and finding pearls wasn't easy, either, 
though I had heard there were times when it was even 
harder. Clams had become kinder to us over the years. 
They had changed somewhere along the line. The world 
always changes. 
People change. Father showed me an article from the 
old Britannica that said you can't hold your breath for 
more than five minutes. Either Britannica didn't know 
what it was talking about or time was slower back when 
they wrote it. 
I sat in the boat while Father pushed it out into the 
water. I paddled out to the traps. Father pulled them up 
into the boat, his arms shaking from the exertion. One 
lobster today. A lucky day. Father's breath quickened. I 
worried about his heart. The heat out here may have been 
too much. I looked down into the water lapping at our little 
boat. 
Good day for fishing, he said. I barely heard him. My 
thoughts had swum down to the bottom of the sea by the 
traps: somewhere down there was a trail., .. In fact, some· 
where, we had to have been close to where I'd seen her. 
The hut and palm trees seemed to have aligned as I'd found 
strange people and cultures foreign to the world outside the 
sea. She told me of the many-spired cities that the clams 
had spoken of, the sunken cities paved with gold where all 
is always twilight. Twilight, I whispered. Yes, she said. She 
drew my hand to her chest. You would like to be here, she 
said. I nodded. Then I noticed my legs growing together, 
paling, and becoming silver like hers. Gills formed along 
my neck like the slits that sucked in and out every so often 
on the sides of her neck. I breathed. I breathed water ... 
I withdrew my hand again. My father, I said. 
We will go tell him that you have found the woman he 
has wanted you to love, she said; together we will go. 
We swam ashore and I fell exhausted on the beach, my 
lungs clawing at the fading night air. Above me, Father 
stood, fumes of whiskey swirled around his mouth and 
over his head. You have brought me fish, he said. He bent 
over and picked up the silver fish flopping and gasping at 
my side. No, I said through the slits in my throat, my 
woman ... but the words never came. I had not the strength. 
I could not breathe here. The woman, I said, whose name 
I never learned. Woman of the bleach-green hair and silver 
tail... 
I watched Father cook the fish on the sand. Her spirit 
hung above the fire in the rising wisps of smoke like fumes 
of alcohol on a windless night. Father ate the fish with the 
rice I had not seen him cook. The spirit changed her face. 
He continued to eat... The face was Mother's and she 
reached towards my father. Father finished eating, and he 
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The sun peeked over the ocean, and I ran. Father would 
still love me. It was a father's job to love. I ran. I dove into 
the ocean. I found the trail and followed it. Somehow it 
didn't seem real, like a dream, but swimming in the under- 
water was always a dream-the greatest and most beautiful 
of dreams, better than love, or maybe it was what love was. 
Flowers bloomed on coral branches above the trail; blue 
orchids, pink tulips, and white carnations. The ocean was 
filled with their scent. I broke out into the meadow and 
saw a herd of buffalo grazing, lifting their heads up to me 
in casual curiosity, and bending back down to the seaweed. 
To my left, the cave, there, in the coral. The silver-tailed 
woman slept, and her hair swept side to side, tossed by the 
cool ocean current breezes. I watched her turn in her sleep. 
The bleach-green hair folded beneath her head-her pale, 
tender neck stretched and begged to be touched, to be 
kissed and cradled. My fingers ran down the smooth scales 
of her tail... 
The tail whipped back, away from me. I withdrew my 
hand. She stared at me, said nothing for a moment. Silence. 
I stared at her and in that moment we spoke a thousand 
conversations at once. She told me the sea held many 
Father bent over and kissed my forehead. The wind 
stopped, and Father returned to his blanket with a thud. 
Without the wind to blow it away, the smell of whiskey 
hung in the air like the clapping sound of waves crashing 
their dark, heavy carcasses against the shore. 
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Y'all come! 
For more information on the Writers' Work- 
shop, please write to: 
Tina Cooper, The Mythic Circle) 
P.O. Box 6707 
Altadena, CA 91003-6707 
Mythcon, as it's affectionately known, will be 
held August 4-7, 1995, at the Clark Kerr Campus of 
the University of California at Berkeley. Author 
Guest of Honor is Tim Powers (The A nnubis Gates, 
Dinner At Deviants Palace, The Stress of Her Regard, 
Last Call, to name some of his novels) and Scholar 
Guest of Honor is Michael R. Collings, a professor 
of English at Pepperdine University who has pub- 
lished a book-length study of the fiction of Orscon 
Scott Card and is a former officer of the Southern 
California C.S. Lewis Society. 
A very special treat this year is a musical perform- 
ance by reknowned Celtic harpist Patrick Ball - this 
is quite a coup! Mythcon will include all the usual 
features: excellent scholastic papers, fascinating pan- 
els, late night silliness, and a gathering of some of the 
finest Elvish linguists and fantasy fans around, PLUS 
a Writers' Workshop coordinated by Mythic Cir- 
cle's own Tina Cooper. 
Membership is $55.00 until July 1st and $60.00 
after (including at the door); children {7-13 yrs) can 
join for $25.00. 
The room and board packages (highly recom- 
mended - includes three nights lodging and meals 
Friday dinner through Monday breakfast, including 
the Banquet) are $225 single occupancy, $180 double 
occupancy. There are a limited number of two-bed- 
room suites available; preference on these will go to 
families - please see Progress Report 2 for further 
details. 
Make checks payable to Mythcon XXVI and 
mail them to: 
Eric & Bonnie Rauscher 
2231 Tenth St. 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
E-mail: rauscher@uclink2.berkeley.edu (use 
"Mythcon" in the subject line, please). 
Fairies in the Garden, Monsters at the 
Mall: Fantasy in the World Around Us 
OJy-chopoeic Corfesence 
MVl 
I opened my eyes and my tail was gone, but I was damp 
from what must have been sweat though the night had been 
cool. I stood and walked over to Father, curled on his 
blanket. He was silent; his chest did not move, he did not 
snore. 
I looked across the ocean to the light of the sun breaking 
through the night in waves of orange-red light. Drums beat 
in my heart, they beat in my soul. Go back, pounded the 
drums. Go back to the sea, they said, swim. Swim the 
underwater. 
I dove. The water forming strange waves against my 
skin beat against me, but I pressed on. The air in my lungs 
leaked out. My head felt faint. I followed the trail and found 
the cave, but not her. 
What was that flash? Was it silver? There across the 
meadow, a momentary silver glow. I swam towards it. 
Further into the field of seaweed I swam. Their green limbs 
waved and tried to grab my spindly legs. I stopped. Where 
was she? Was that her over there, that flash? The lungs were 
empty but I swam on: fainter, weaker. Was that her over 
there? I made a turn to the left, kicking slowly. My body 
seemed to want to drift towards the surface. I struggled 
to-to keep-my-body-down-down here- -in the ... in ... un- 
derwater. My head was air and thoughts leaked out without 
notice. I couldn't breathe .. .I closed my eyes. 
I opened them again and breathed. I kicked my silver 
tail across the ocean, where the woman of the underwater 
had promised there would always be twilight. 
died. His spirit rose and joined Mother's. 
And I gasped for air. 
The trail followed the ridge line for awhile, then turned 
It was noon when McCaff rey and David followed the 
trail into the wilderness, the sun high and hot. The trail 
took them down off the road, then along an open ridge. 
Cicadas shrieked in the trees around them, a shrill electric 
sound. 
"Do you know what those bugs are, thar're buzzing?" 
asked Mccaffrey. 
"Cicadas," said David. 
"That's right," said McCaffrey, surprised. "So maybe 
we do get something for our money at that expensive 
school of yours." 
"I read about them or something," said David. "I can 
imitate them too." He pursed his lips, then frowned. "No, 
I guess not. I thought I could." He shrugged. 
As they walked, cicadas shrilled from the trees ahead of 
them, silenced as they went by, then started again when 
they had passed, like tracks of sound around them. 
"Did you know that cicadas spend like sixteen or sev- 
enteen years underground, as grubs?" asked David. "Then 
they come out, live for one season, and die. And people 
can be like that too, sometimes." 
McCaffrey stopped. "What are you talking about, 
David?" he asked. 
David didn't answer. They walked. 
The young man makes his way doumcanyon, running at 
an easy lope, crossing and recrossing the water. In spite of his 
thirst he does not stop to drink. As he runs, his bright eyes sweep 
over the canyon sides. A red-tail hawk banks above the rim, 
and the young man sees what the hawk sees, a jackrabbit 
trembling in a clump of chamisa. The young man shakes his 
feather fan. A wind whips up from nowhere, natters the bushes, 
and the hawk wheels off. This is a young man who can make 
things happen. He cries like a hungry hawk, and the rabbit 
shoots away, zig-zagging over the rocks. Cicadas sing in the 
trees, and as he runs the young man sings with them. 
David. "What's the big deal now, all of a sudden?" 
McCaff rey looked at David, sighed. He started stuffing 
gear into the backpacks, the bags, a tiny butane stove, 
two-man tent, freeze-dried food in foil packets, all packed 
in neat nylon bags. 
"Get your backpack, son," he said. 
David picked up his pack. "God!" he said. "What'd 
you put in here, rocks?" 
"Sure, David. Rocks. Make a man out of you. Don't 
take the Lord's name in vain." 
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The car slid through the heat, shiny as if wet with sweat, 
a sweaty new Buick. Personally, McCaffrey wished the car 
was a jet on its way to Hawaii. A young man was sitting 
next to McCaffrey, his long hair batting in the hot wind 
from the open window - David, his son. McCaffrey 
turned up the air conditioner and closed David's window 
with the driver's master button. 
All around the car, desert. Sure hate to be out here 
without a car, thought McCaffrey. Dry hills heaped around 
them, sweeping up into the Mimbres Mountains. The road 
wound between the hills, a fat black snake. 
McCaff rey glanced over at David. 
Skinny kid, thought McCaff rey. David was dressed in 
a tee shirt and torn cut-off jeans. McCaffrey couldn't 
remember him ever wearing any other clothes. 
God, he's so young, thought McCaffrey. Only .... what? 
Fifteen? Sixteen? McCaffrey squinted into the wavering 
sunlight. Sbould'oe done this years ago. 
McCaff rey pulled the Buick off the road and into the 
weeds by a brown Forest Service sign: Black Range Primi- 
tive Area. A trail led off into the brush. 
They got out and McCaffrey opened the trunk. Great 
car, he thought. He reached into the trunk and lifted out 
backpacking gear - frame packs, down sleeping bags, fish- 
ing tackle, all new. 
"This's the best gear money can buy, David," said 
McCaffrey heartily. "They didn't have equipment like this 
when me and your grandfather used to camp." 
"Yeah, great stuff, Dad." 
McCaff rey put the pack he was holding onto the 
ground and turned to look at David. David was leaning 
against the side of the car, hands stuffed into pockets. 
"Look, David," said McCaffrey, "This can be a great 
trip. A real opportunity for us to get closer." 
"You haven't been camping in thirty years, Dad," said 
A young man awakens on a Ledge overlooking a hidden 
canyon. He sits up stiflly, naJud in a bed of stones. His Lips 
arr dry and cracked, but he smiles as he Looks around him in 
wondn. He picks up a feather fan from the ground, wraps a 
piece of dttrhide around his waist, then starts down a narrow 
trail into the canyon. Tbe trail is almost invisible, strewn with 
rocks. Tbe young man steps awkwardly at first, as if he has not 
wallud in a long time. But his muscles and joints begin to 
loosen, and then he is striding easily. There is a creek running 
along the canyon bottom. Wben the young man gets there, he 
ignores the water, even though he is dry and dusty. Cicadas 
buzz from the trees at the canyon's edge. The young man looks 
up, and mimics the sound perfectly. Then he turns and begins 
running doumcanyon. 
LEARNING TO LEA VE TRACKS 
by Richard Goldstein 
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In the sun-baked afternoon, McCaff rey and David 
toiled up a long traverse, climbing away from the creek, 
toward a high saddle. As they climbed it felt like the 
sunlight was pushing them back. 
Halfway up, David said, "Race you." He started walk- 
ing faster, squeezed past McCaffrey on the narrow trail. 
"What?" said McCaffrey, looking up, squinting 
through sweat. 
"Race you," said David again, striding up the rocky 
trail, not looking back. 
McCaffrey hurried, caught up with David. "What's the 
deal?" he asked. But David raced away from him again. 
McCaffrey sped up too. In a moment they were both 
walking as fast as they could, packs bouncing, arms swing- 
ing, breathing in ragged gasps. 
At the top they collapsed in the meager shade of a stand 
of twisted juniper, laughing. They were drenched in sweat. 
McCaffrey's eyes were stinging. He pulled off his shades 
and wiped them with his hand. He was sining on the 
ground, leaning with his pack against a tree trunk. David 
Much later, still running, the young man comes to a village 
built along the river and in wide caves in the canyon walls. 
He avoids the trails that lead to the stacked mud houses, avoids 
the people he can see moving along the trails. Instead, he takes 
a smaller trail that leads away up a side canyon. People who 
see him look down in respect. In time he comes to an opening 
in the earth, walled with a low stone curb, and he stops, 
breathing. A ladder sticks out of the dark opening. It is a kiva, 
a holy place. The young man leans over the opening and again 
makes the sound of cicadas. 
ground, and picked up his pack. "Well, let's hit the trail," 
he said. 
David retrieved the wrapper and stuck it in his pocket. 
They walked again, taking their silence with them. 
After a couple of hours they took a break, sitting on a 
flat rock above a pool in the creek, their packs lying below 
them on the ground. McCaff rey opened a foil bag of 
high-energy trail mix. 
They sat in silence. 
"So," said McCaffrey finally. "What've you been up 
to? How's it going?" 
"You know," said David. 
"Right," said McCaffrey. They sat in silence some 
more. McCaff rey could feel the silence pile up around 
them. He stood, tossed the empty foil wrapper on the 
down along a small creek, winding between cottonwoods 
and feathery willows. 
McCaffrey felt a sharp bite on his forearm. He raised 
it and saw a brown deerfly sticking to him, wings splayed 
out. He smacked it with his other hand and the fly dropped 
off, leaving behind a smear of his blood. A moment later 
he felt another bite on the back of his neck. 
He swung around as he walked so he could see David. 
"Looks like the deerflies are out," he said. He stopped and 
leaned against a tree. He took a bottle of insect repellent 
out of his pocket, smeared the acrid si:uff over his skin 
wherever it was exposed. Then he offered the bottle to 
David. David shook his head. "No sense in being eaten 
alive," said McCaffrey. 
"I know that, Dad," said David. He squatted by the 
creek, scooped up a handful of mud and smeared it on his 
arms and the back of his neck. 
"Where'd you get that trick?" asked Mccaffrey. "Why 
not just use repellent?" 
"I don't know," said David. "Read it or something." 
McCaff rey could see deerflies landing on the mud on 
David's skin, then taking off again without biting. 
They walked on in silence. 
They came among stunted piiion pines, dusty scrub 
oak. McCaff rey felt something thump into the back of his 
pack. He turned. On the ground on its back lay a fat black 
cicada with green markings like runes, like an obese bullet, 
legs working madly. It had a thick head, protruding eyes. 
McCaffrey flipped it over with the toe of his boot, and it 
lay there a moment, then crawled off into the oak leaves. 
Junipers crowded around them, pressed down by the 
beating sunlight. Cicadas filled the trees, and the hot still 
air shimmered with their buzzing. 
"Let's take a break," said McCaffrey. He looked over 
at David, still striding along the trail. "Hey, David," he 
called. "Let's take a breather." 
David ignored him. 
"Are you crazy?" shouted McCaffrey. "Let's take a 
break." 
David kept walking. 
Is he dehydrated or something? Mccaffrey thought. 
Don't people start acting weird when they get dehydrated? He 
pulled the water bottle out of his pack, ran to David. 
"Here, take a drink," he said. 
David stopped and turned, shook his head. His face was 
bright, luminous. "Isn't it beautiful, Dad?" he said. "Ir's 
the desert, the real desert." 
He started up the trail. 
McCaffrey sured at him for a moment, then ran back 
The next morning the trail led McCaff rey and David 
out of the cool beneath the big trees and down into a basalt 
valley like a bowl. The heat slapped them hard as they left 
the shadows. The cicadas were a relentless drone, glittering 
in their ears. 
The young men climbs slowly down the ladder into the 
kiva. &low him he can see an old man sitting on the cltAn 
swept dirt, wrapped in 11 barle-cloth blanket, his back straight. 
The old mAn holds 11 stone bowl gently in his rough hands. In 
the bowl sit three big grttn and black cicadas. The old man 
loo/ts at them with an exprnsion of great comJMSSion on his 
face. Tben he glances up at the young men, ma/ta 11 sound like 
11 million cicM:las, •sound like" rioer, 11 sound like wind in 
mu The yo1mg m.n lie/ts his dry, crtteked lips. and the old 
mAngrins. 
David slept, curled into his down bag inside the tent. 
McCaffrey sat alone by the fire. He thought about his 
work, his lovely business, built with his own hands. He 
thought about his wife. Staring into the flames, he felt a 
sudden sense of loss so sharp it took his breath away. What 
the hell, he said to himself. We're only going to be gone 11 few 
days. 
Cicadas shrilled in the trees all night. 
don't know you as well as I should." 
"I feel different," said David. "It's a different place." 
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Later, they had a fire of bone-dry piiion branches. 
Sparks scattered through the underlit smoke, like stars. 
And above, past the flickering trees, stars pulsed, like 
sparks. 
In the fire red coal cities rose and crumbled away, flames 
like trees wavering in a hurricane of heat. McCaffrey 
fiddled with his fishing gear. 
"Where did you use to camp, with Grandpa?" asked 
David. 
"Up in the White Mountains, in Maine," said McCaf- 
frey. "I've told you about all that a hundred times, when 
you were little." 
"How come you and me never did this before?" asked 
David. 
"I don't know,• said McCaffrey. He sat up and stirred 
the fire with a stick. "I forgot about it. rm sorry.• He 
looked up at David. "You seem different," he said. "Since 
we left." He looked back down again. "Well, maybe I just 
"How do you know it's not a toadstool, David]" said 
McCaffrey. "Get rid of it. And wash your hands." 
They camped that night among big trees, yellow pine 
and Douglas fir, a few big piAons. A wind rattled in the 
high branches. A tiny creek rippled at one side of the 
meadow where they pitched the new day-glo green tent. 
David found a mushroom by the creek, poking like an 
orange eye through the pine needles. He brought it to 
McCaffrey. 
"It's a chantrelle, Dad," said David. •we could eat it." 
was still wearing his pack too, lying on his back on top of 
it. 
"Thar was a climb: said McCaffrey. 
•Really: panted David. "And rm carrying rocks, 
don't forget." He started laughing again. 
How Jong's it been since ~ did something like this? 
thought McCaffrey. Haw ~ ever? Tears sprang into his 
eyes, bitter through the sweet sweat. 
He shrugged out of his pack-straps, walked to the rocky 
edge of the saddle. Outside of the little pool of shadows 
the sun beat down, and McCaffrey thought he could hear 
the light bitting the dry ground, a faint sizzle. 
The creek they had just climbed out of twisted below 
like a green crayon scribble across the gray and brown 
mesas. Beyond, the hills climbed up into the high peaks of 
the Mimbres, fuzzed with yellow pine. Cloud shadows 
raced over the distant scarps, rising and falling with the 
land. 
David came up behind him. ·was it like this when you 
used to go camping with Grandpa?" 
•1 guess so,• said McCaffrey. He was trying to remem- 
ber. 
In the trees above them cicadas buzzed, like pulsing 
sirens. 
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Coals like orange cities built up in the fire and crumbled 
away while they watched. Wind sang in the trees. Sud- 
denly Mccaffrey sat up straight, looked up at the sky, filled 
with sparks and stars. He was breathing fast. He pulled 
his hand free and pointed at the fire. 
"Oh, God," he cried. "Oh, Grandpa, I remember this. 
I remember it all, how beautiful it is: 
"I just knew,• said David. 
"You didn't read about it," said McCaffrey. 
"No," said David. "I smelled the fire. It was like 
following tracks in the air." He reached over and took 
McCaffrey's hand, held it. 
After a while, McCaffrey heard quiet steps in the dark- 
ness beyond his firelight, and then David appeared. David 
sat down next to McCaffrey. McCaffrey stared at him, and 
David watched the fire. 
"What happened?" asked McCaffrey, finally. 
"I had to run," said David. "I couldn't stop. I'm sorry 
I left you. You should have followed me. I wanted you 
to." 
"I tried," said McCaffrey. "I couldn't." The hairs rose 
up on the back of his neck as he thought of cicadas crawling 
on him, sharp legs against his skin. 
"I know," said David. 
"Where did you go?" asked McCaffrey. "What did you 
do?" 
"I ran," said David. "I just ran. It was like a dream. I 
know this'll sound lame, but it was like the desert was 
there, below me, and the sky was there, above me. And I 
was in between them. I never got tired." 
"You ran," repeated McCaffrey. 
"Yeah," said David. "But there was more. I wasn't 
alone. It didn't seem like I was alone." 
"Oh," said McCaffrey. He waited a minute. Then, 
"How did you know how to find me in the dark?" he asked. 
McCaffrey sat alone by his fire in the meadow. He 
knew he should be biking out of the mountains, night or 
not, wanud to get out, knew be had to get to the authorities 
and report David missing. But instead he sat quietly by the 
fire, staring at the bright dancing flames. Wby 11m I sitting 
hen .Lone? he thought. Why 11m I .!ways .Lonef. 
Behind McCaffrey was the day-glo tent, neatly pitched. 
Leaning against a tree was his pack, and next to it was 
David's pack, which he had retrieved. David's boots were 
there too. 
"Yes," says the young man. •1 believe I did. But I don't 
know if they could be fellowed," 
The old man grins. •If there are tracks,• he says, 
"sooner or later they will be followed.• He purses his lips 
and buzzes through his teeth again, like a million impossi- 
ble cicadas, and both men laugh. 
The young man sits next to the old man in the smoky air 
of the kiva. A small fire smolders before them. 
After a long while the old man says, "You've been in 
the Dreamtime." 
"Yes," answers the young man. "It was a very strange 
Dream." 
"I know," says the old man. "Such is the dream country 
of Cicada Clan." 
The young man sits silently for a moment, then says, 
"I was a long time following, a longer time stalking." 
"That is the way of it," says the old man. "But what is 
your purpose? You must learn to leave tracks. Did you 
leave tracks?" 
There was David, far above, on the side of an open hill, 
running easily. He had thrown away his shirt and his 
boots, and his limbs, his brown limbs, moved like a swim- 
mer's through the sun hazy air. McCaffrey stumbled after 
him. 
David gained the crest of the hill, moving like an 
animal. The droning of the cicadas fell from the trees like 
a curtain. McCaffrey's stomach rose, and he tasted bile. 
He tried to shout, but his words were drowned by the 
shrilling all around him. He sank to his knees. Cicadas 
swarmed over him, their buzzing like a waterfall of sound. 
McCaffrey plucked them from his hair, his clothes. 
On the skyline of the bill David paused, beckoned to 
McCaffrey. His voice echoed down faintly, through the 
cicadas, like light through water. "Follow me, Dad!" 
"I can't, David," McCaffrey sobbed. "I can't." 
to get his pack. 
The cicadas were louder, impossibly loud. 
David was far up the trail, disappearing between piles 
of black volcanic rock. McCaffrey hurried after him. 
Another cicada hit his pack, then one smacked him in the 
chest. McCaffrey started to run, his pack banging awk- 
wardly against him. There was David, sliding through the 
heat. How did he get so strongf wondered McCaffrey. 
Up ahead David shrugged off his pack, his new high- 
tech nylon pack, and let it fall into the dust. 
He turned and shouted to McCaffrey, "Come on, Dad, 
can't you feel how strong it is? How bright?" He began 
to jog up the trail. He was smiling, grinning. 
McCaff rey watched in disbelief. He dropped his own 
pack, ran after David. 
The sound of cicadas was thick in the air. He could 
barely press through it. Whack! A cicada hit him full in 
the mouth. He tasted blood, and something bitter. 
Where was the trail? He pushed through tangled oak 
branches. A cicada hit the back of his neck, fell down into 
his shirt. He stopped, frantically tore the shirt out of his 
pants, his skin burning, let the fat, sharp thing drop to the 
ground. He had lost sight of David. He crashed through 
a thicket of juniper, the dry brittle branches tearing at him. 

